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THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is made the day of May2019
BETWEEN

Housing Authority (Housing) a body corporate constituted under section 6 of the Housing Act 1980
(WA) of 99 Plain Street, East Perth, WA 6004, and acting within the Department of Communities
(Communities), a State Government Department established on I July 2017.
AND

Town of Bassendean, 35 Old Perth Road, Bassendean, WA 6054.
I. PREAMBLE

As Perth's population continues to grow and change, a responsive housing market which enables
access to affordable land and housing is vital for sustaining vibrant and inclusive communities.
Diverse and affordable housing, together with well-designed and connected neighbourhoods can be

transformational and enriching for individuals, families and communities, increasing security,
productivity and growing the economy.

The Department of Communities (referred to as "Communities"), within which the Housing Authority
operates, has a focus on 'People, Place and Home' and its purpose is:

Collaborating to create pathways that enable individual, I^jinily and community wellbeing.
Communities recognises the benefits of working collaborativeIy with local governments to deliver,

facilitate and support the development of inclusive and connected communities through the delivery
of appropriate and affordable housing.
Communities works to achieve the following outcomes:
. A place to call home - this is different for everyone and should be safe and functional,
providing a sense of physical and emotional security;
. Inclusive and accessible community - support opportunities for members to participate, and
contribute, in the social, cultural and economic life of their community;
. Strong families and kin - comes from the trusting and enduring relationships people can build
with their family, extended family and friends;

. Safe children - the environment of a child during its early development can profoundly impact
on their wellbeing for their whole life. For children and young people to reach their full potential,
safety and security is a prerequisite; and
. Empowered people - created by people being and feeling valued, a fundamental human need.
The Town of Bassendean's vision of - "A connected community, developing a vibrant and sustainable

future that is built upon the foundations of our past" is reflected in its Strategic Community Plan (Sop)
2077-2027, The SCP is premised on a commitment to enhance the Town's appearance and improve
amenity; enhance connectivity between places and people; plan for an increased and changing
population ; and facilitate diverse housing and facility choices to ensure the Town is a great place to
visit, live and do business. Together with the Town's Corporate Business Plan 2018-2022, the SCP
provides the framework and strategies to guide the Town's decision-making into the future.

The Town of Bassendean has identified the following objectives and priorities for its community
Social:

Building a sense of place and belonging;
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Ensuring all community members have the opportunity to be active,
socialise and be connected ;
Planning for a healthy and safe community;

Improving lifestyle choices for the aged, families and youth.
Natural Environment:

Displaying leadership in environmental sustainability;
Protecting our River Bushland Reserves, and Biodiversity;
Ensuring the Town's open space is attractive and inviting.

Built environment:

Planning for an increased population and changing demographics;
Enhancing connectivity between places and people;
Enhancing the Town's appearance,

Local economy:

Building economic capacity;

Facilitating local business retention and growih.
Good governance:

Enhancing organisational accountability;
Proactive Iy partnering with our community and our stakeholders;
Striving for improvement and innovation.

Housing and the Town of Bassendean have similar objectives, Working together, to create vibrant
communities supports the outcomes sought by both organisations and will assist in the development
of a connected community, supporting economic growth for all. These similarities highlight the benefits
of working together, to achieve resilient, welcoming and diverse communities.
2. RECITALS

(a) Housing and the Town of Bassendean seek to achieve whole of government positive outcomes
through the creation of a strategic relationship and achievement of respective objectives, including
the growth of inclusive and accessible communities;

(b) Housing and the Town of Bassendean will contribute to a collaborative approach on land and
property holdings owned by, or accessible to, the Parties;

(c) Housing has considerable experience in affordable land and housing development, possesses
assets, and oversees a range of speciality consumer products to assist people on low to moderate
incomes into affordable accommodation, which can assist in supporting a balance of increased
residential density development that expresses a coherent architectural language that unifies the
surrounding urban fabric , scale and proportion and building types of the place in which the new
development is to be inserted ;

(d) The Town of Bassendean seeks to explore and create value from land and property holdings
owned by, or accessible to, the Parties, throughout the Town, in particular around the Town centre
such as Park Lane Reserve (i. e. Wilson Street Car Park) to assist in achieving the objective of
providing diverse and appropriate built form and housing outcomes that support improved
streetscapes and a connected community;

(e) Both Parties are committed to working collaborative Iy to achieve positive community outcomes;

co This Memorandum of Understanding (Mou) sets out the terms on which the Parties have agreed
to work collaborative Iy to pursue positive whole of government outcomes. In doing so however,
the Mou is not intended to create legally enforceable obligations on, or between, the Parties.
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3. DEFINITIONS
In this Mou:

(a) "Affordable Housing" means accommodation that households on low-to-moderate incomes
(i. e. those households earning 50-120% of the median income) can afford while meeting other
essential living costs. Housing costs should generally be no more than 30% of gross household
Income.

(b) "Mou" means this Memorandum of Understanding.

(c) "Parties" means the Housing Authority (acting within the Department of Communities) and
the Town of Bassendean.

(d) "Party" means either the Housing Authority (acting within the Department of Communities) or
the Town of Bassendean.

(e) "Public Housing" means rental accommodation provided by Housing and leased to members
of the public who meet Housing's eligibility criteria.

(f) "Community Housing" means rental accommodation provided by the community housing
sector and leased to members of the public who meet Housing's eligibility criteria for
community housing.

(9) "Term" means the term of this Mou, commencing on the date on which the Mou is made
and expiring on the Termination Date or such other date as may be mutually agreed between
the Parties in writing, or as notified by one Party to the other Party with at least 30 days written
notice.

(h) "Termination Date" means three (3) years after the date of execution or any such other date
as defined in clause 3(g).
4. OBJECTIVES

Under this Mou, the Parties aim to:

(a) create a collaborative relationship with the intent of achieving positive whole of government
outcomes and meet the Parties respective objectives;

(b) collaborate and share information on housing demand and needs to inform strategic and
regulatory functions of the Town;

(c) collaborate and share information on affordable housing tools and statutory planning
mechanisms to achieve affordable housing outcomes;

(d) collaborate and share information on land and properly holdings, options and initiatives
between the respective Parties, and provide opportunities which may include but are not
limited to the development, redevelopment, sale, purchase or renting of land and property
holdings;

(e) provide advice regarding private developer procurement processes, subject to commercial
confidentiality, conflict of interest and internal guidelines;
or) identify and progress potential development sites or redevelopment opportunities to pursue
the delivery of desired and appropriate built form and housing outcomes, to assist community
development. This may include, and is riot limited to, prioritisation of projects, statutory time
frames, project feasibility and partnership and procurement methodology; and
(9) progress potential pilot or demonstration projects that deliver innovation in built form and
housing outcomes; develop subsequent Memoranda of Understanding or such other
agreements between the Parties for the purpose of progressing commercial working
relationships for individual development projects. The Parties will endeavour to identify land
and property holdings located within the boundaries of the Town that are suitable for joint
working opportunities, including potential land swap(s) that would have positive outcomes for
Housing and the Town of Bassendean and its community. A key focus will be around train
stations to support transport orientated development.
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This Mou is designed to enable both parties to explore potential development
opportunities in the Town of Bassendean. Prior to progressing the development of any
potential opportunities, the Town of Bassendean is committed to engaging with the
community at the earliest possible opportunity.
5. OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES

During the Term, the Parties will each:

(a) arrange and attend all required meetings of the working group;
(b) use their best endeavours to progress the objectives of this Mou;
(c) share knowledge and experience;

(d) contribute information on their respective land and assets to the other Party; and
(e) share the costs and risk on any joint projects or collaborative activities, with such costs and
risks to be negotiated and documented in separate agreements.
6.

GOVERNANCE

6.1 Establishment of a Working Group

There shall be a working group established which will comprise the members specified in clause
6.2 and which will be responsible for the strategic oversight of the process, principles and intent
associated with this Mou, Housing's representatives operate within the Department of
Communities.

6.2 Membership of the Working Group

(a) The members of the Working Group are to comprise:
co the Director Business Development, Communities or delegated nominee;
(Ii) the Chief Executive Officer, Town of Bassendean or delegated nominees; and
(Iii) any deputies or proxies nominated by either Party.
(b) The Parties may at any time formally change their member of the working group by written
notice to the other Party.
6.3 Meetings of the Working Group

(a) The Working Group will meet at least four times every 12 months unless otherwise agreed.
(b) The first meeting of the Working Group shall be held within one month of this Mou being
executed.

(c) Each Party will host, chair and take minutes on an alternating basis, or as agreed.
(d) The members of the Working Group will use their best endeavours to work collaborative Iy to
progress the purpose and intent of the Mou.

(e) The terms of reference of the Working Group are to be agreed upon between the members
of the Working Group.
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7.

CONTACT OFFICERS

7.1 Appointment of Contact Officers

(a) The Parties agree to each appoint contact officers' The contact officers for each Party are
authorised to act for that Party in relation to this Mou and is the first point of contact for the
other Party in relation to any disputes arising under the Mou.
(b) The details for each Party's contact officers are set out in clause 7.2,

(0) If the Parties wish to change their contact officers that Party will notify the other Party in writing
of the new contact details within five (5) business days of the change.
7.2 Details of Contact Officers

The following personnel have been nominated by their respective Party to be the contact officer
in all instances of communication between the Parties in relation to this Mou. Communications

sent by email will be taken to be received 24 hours after it is sent unless an out of office or

undeliverable report is received. Housing's representatives on the Working Group operate within
the Department of Communities.
Department of Communities:
David Janes (Primary)
Business Development Manager
Commercial Operations
Telephone: 62,76243

Nigel Hindmarsh
Director Business Development
Commercial Operations
Telephone: 92224878

Email: David. Jones@communities. wa. gov. au Email: Nigel. Hindmarsh@communities. wa. gov. au
or such other person notified by Housing in accordance with clause 7.1(c)
Town of Bassendean:

[ Primary contact details]

Christian Bume (Primary)
Town of Bassendean

Peta Mabbs
Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean

Telephone: 93778000

Telephone: 93778000

Email: cbuttle@bassendean. wa. gov. au

Email: pinabbs@bassendean, wa. gov. au

Senior Planning Officer

or such other person notified by the City in accordance with clause 7.1(c).
8. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

The Parties acknowledge that nothing in this Mou shall affect ownership of any intellectual
property rights.
9. COSTS OF THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Each Party will pay its own costs and expenses in respect to the negotiation, preparation,
execution and delivery of this Mou.
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I O. CONFIDENTIALITY

(a) The Parties acknowledge that the terms of this Mou and any information about any projects
entered into by the Parties, will be kept confidential unless:
(i) required by law to be released ;

(ii) disclosed to the Town of Bassendean Council, Minister for Housing or other Minister to
whom Communities is required to report; the State Government of Western Australia (or
any relevant department, agency or representative body or committee of the government);
or to Parliament (or any committee of Parliament);
(iii) placed in the public domain, for reasons other than through a contravention of this clause;
or

(iv) both Parties agree in writing to the release of the information.

(b) The obligations set out in clause 10(a) survive the termination of this Mou.

The Town of Bassendean acknowledges that some matters by their nature are required to
be "commercial in confidence". Whilst observing the above confidentiality provisions, the
Town will balance the requirement for confidentiality with the need for transparency and
engagement with its community.
11. PUBLIC RELATIONS AND MARKETING

(a) Promotional and/or media opportunities generated by joint projects and collaborative activities
created under this Mou are to be undertaken in a cooperative manner that promotes both the
Town and Housing/Communities.

(b) The respective roles of Housing and the Town, in the context of any project or activity, must
be acknowledged at relevant forums, conferences and project launches where a commercial
working relationship for the individual development project is promoted. Approval is required
from both parties before any public statement is made.
12. VARIATIONS To THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

The Parties agree that this Mou can be amended at any time upon the agreement in writing of
the Parties.

I3. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

(a) If any Party (the first Party) is of the view that the other Party (second Party) is not fulfilling
any of its obligations under, or referred to in this Mou, the first Party will notify in writing to
the second Party, setting out full details of the second Party's obligations/s under this Mou
and requesting that the obligation/s be fulfilled.

(b) If a dispute arises out of or in relation to the content of this Mou, including but not limited to
the fulfilment of an obligation under clause 13(a), the Parties will endeavour in good faith to
settle all matters notified in writing as being in dispute between them at the lowest and most
informal level practical.

(c) In the event that a dispute cannot be determined under paragraph 13(b), the dispute shall be
finally and conclusive Iy determined by the respective Chief Executive Officers for each Party
acting reasonably and in good faith.
14. NON-ENFORCEABILITY

(a) With the exception of clause to, this Mou constitutes a statement of the mutual intentions of

the Parties with respect to its contents and each Party represents to the other that:
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co no reliance shall be placed on it;

(ii) it does not constitute an obligation contractual Iy or legally binding on either Party; and
(iii) it creates no rights in favour of either Party.
(iv)

(b) The Parties acknowledge and agree that:
(1) the Mou may not constitute all communications, negotiations, arrangements and
agreements made between the Parties with respect to the subject matter; and

(Ii) the Parties may during the Term enter into any further communications, negotiations,
arrangements and agreements in order to give effect to, or fulfil any obligation under the
Mou or with respect to the subject matter of the Mou.
,5. ENDING THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

(a) This Mou will terminate on whichever is the earliest of:

(i) the Termination Date as defined in clause 3(h); or
(ii) such other date agreed in writing by the Parties as the date on which the Mou
terminates; or

(iii) as notified by one Party to the other Party with at least 30 days written notice.
(b) With the exception of the obligations set out in clause I O, after the Mou terminates, neither
Party will have any further obligation to the other Party arising under or pursuant to this Mou.
16. GENERAL

(a) Each Party will do all things and execute all further documents reasonably necessary to give
full effect to this Mou.

(b) Nothing in this Mou constitutes either Housing or the Town as an agent, employee, director,
partner or joint venture of the other Party.

(c) Nothing in this Mou authorises either Party to incur any obligation on behalf of the other Party.
(d) Nothing in this Mou confers or can confer, any proprietary interest on either Party in the other
Party's land or assets, unless specifically agreed to and executed in writing under another
agreement.
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EXECUTION OF THIS Mou
SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF
TOWN OF BASSENDEAN BY

Peta Mabbs

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
TOWN OF BASSENDEAN
DATE
2019

SIGNED FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE
HOUSING AUTHORITY BY

MICHELLE ANDREWS
AICHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
HOUSING AUTHORITY

DATE
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ATTACHMENT No. 2

Project Description:
Project Title: D v opi g a Smart Re ource Tro king S st in t

c eon

p the A t a 10 Waste Indust

Project Description (500 charactersj:

. Ensure the project description focuses on the projects key problem to be solved or key market
opportunity for the products, process or services to be coinmercio/ised. It inoy in dude the key
tunget montet ond how CRC-P support will o55ist Ih ochieving the commercial outcomes.

This project will estobl^^h an intogroted system using interactive mobile application for household,
smart sensors, tracking & weighihg technology to monitor resource & waste flows at the Town of

Bassendeon. The project will reduce contamination, optimise efficiency of the residualfroction through
on intogrotion of whole system thinking from product des!'gn to safe di$POSo/. The project also looks to
solve inadequacies in waste data and to encourage better recycling and a more circular economy.
Industry Context 12000 characters):

o What is the notion o1 ond internotionol state of ploy in research oreo that is contributing to solve
the identffied industry problem or opportunity?
. Provide a description of the reseorch 10ndscope relating to the Identjfi^d problem grid how this
relates to or complements your proposed proj'ect

Resource and waste infrastructure hos not previous y bee regarded w t the some priority OS energy
and worer, but the recent refusal by Chino to accept contain rioted n cipo waste has changed this
perceptibn. This has Direody had a signjficont impact on the Au rol an waste management and

recycling service. By international stondards, AUStrol o ha poor rid Inefficient recycling proctices
Australian Governments have set 0 100% packaging targ t , I e by 2025 o11 packaging needs to be
100% reusable, compostoble or recyclable. The ope orionol pro t ces of the Australian waste
management industry need to be radically upgraded to DCh eve the target

This industry ed re ear h pr Iect w I OPP y rinovotive reso rce ond waste troc rig technologies to
provide deto ed nfo matron n p odu t po king househo d consu ption recy I rig behoviour and the
overall waste management proct ces The preye t will dev lop a mobile OPPlitotion to collect data on
various packaging and to explore esourcef ow n AUSt o110n ouseho/ds Thi winenoble us to better

understand the packogin des gn and on urnption proct re at househo d which ore very important OS
this oft n 19 0 es in the tradition a waste monog in nt
Integrating innovative s nso s such OS in ro ultrasonics, RFID, weighing s ort in o9ing, technolog es

n the household waste b s and collection tru ks will open up a new er I accurately measuring and
effectiveIy monogi'rig o r waste This w I be a store-of-the ort mode that has not yet been
Implemented widely at the IOColgo eminentscolein Australia

The pro/'ect provides on opportunity to o110borate amongst Industry, resea chefs and the community
to improve resource productivity b reduc rig the level of containinotion ond to inform monufo tur

Industry about their problemotic po k g rig The SMFs will have the opportunity to conduct proof of
concept octi'viti^s to Improve their organ sat on competitivenessjor entering and thriving to the moss
waste market.

Estimated Project Commencement Date: I July 2019
Estimated Project Completion Date: 30 June 2022

Estimated Project Length tin Months): 36 Months
Project Description 14000 characters)

. Indude the industry problem to be solved, the scope of the Proj'ect, key activities ond methodology
to oddress the problem or opportunity, grid expected outcomes. Describe ony links or current
engogement with growth sectors. This informotion will not be used for publicotion, but will be

included in the grunt ogreement should the OPPlicotion be successful. The project description und
outcomes fi^Id is limited to 4000 characters (Ihdudrng spaces rind porngroph returns),
This pro/'ect is focused on the waste ridustry with respect to general waste and recycling. The study
looks to br!'rig improvements to the sector through a whole systems approach in order to respond to
Ineft'ICiencies and shortfol/s with new technologies and strategies.
This project responds to various problems in the waste and recycling industry such OS waste
contamination, waste reduction, the collection of quality data while at the same time bringing

elficiencies to the waste industry to provide households w!'th real-world cost savings. Port of these
problems ore due to citizen education oround waste and recycling, industry mefi'ICiencies ond
internatibnolpolicies such OS 'China's bon on contaminated recyclable materials'.
The scope of the of the s udy will10 us on 1500 ho seholds w thin t e Town of Bassendeon n Western
AUStrolio. The study will b I d upon the Town o Bassendeo roll out o a hre b n pro ram I 2020
through the wider municipal ty

Key Activities Include using various sensing technologies (Video, StillComero, RF!D, Volumetric Sensors

data analysis and machine Ieoming) to understand household waste habits and patterns to develop
ways to encourage recycling and a more circulor economy. The ultimote outcome will be to obtain

baseline data from a small population to understand where contamination occurs and begin to trial
methods to encourage consumer uptake of OPPropr!'ote systems, whilst simultaneously educating the
public about what con and cannot be recycled.

The pro ec will apply a in xed methodology by Inc poroting both quantitative and quantat re
r eo ch methods Thes ridud literature eview cit zen reporting vi'o the purpose-built in b e
application and doto on o1ytics

The projectis expected to del^^er the following beneficial outcomes:
.
.
o
.
o
.

An innovat ve waste in Ing y tern
A complete household waste prof Ie,

Identoficotion of prob emot c packaging
Reduction of contain notion thou h design and behov o r hange,
Increase resource productiv ty and
Reduce landfill cost and GHG emissio

The expected outcome in Iude a 5%-10% reduction of aste containinot on a 10 Imp veinent
the recyc"rig efficiency ond at least 90% of Town of Bossendeon res dents active portic!pat o n the
new three bih recycling system. Further to this we look Implem nt the SME's techno o91es for the
benefit of the wider wo to Industry grid community

he pr e t s n a 19nment w t the A st airon Gr wth Ce r
fo low rig r o50ns

nom

y AMG

on

A for the

AMGC because of the implementation of smart sensors to recycfing ond waste collection systems and
how this will ultimately impact packaging and manufacturing, which will only be worthwhile and

feasible after we obtoin baseline data, which this project will achi^ve. Technicol leadership is being
developed with advanced processes and business models utifising new technologies. This project
offectly relates to the ', AUStrol^tin Packaging Covenant Strategic Plan 2017-2022" by way dyefi'Itleady
use resources, divert packaging waste from landfill; ond share knowledge to improve the packogi'rig
sustainobility pertormance of Australian industry

F1AL in terms f the Impact that It could have with respect to food waste a d ou ehold consumption
habits. This preye t d rectly looks to address aspects of the "2018 Not o a Waste Policy: Less waste
more resources wh h F1AL windeffver andimplement a planfor

Merit Criteria

25% eoch und 0 5000 choracter limit includrng spaces
Merit Criterion I: Project Alignment with the programme objectives

a) The industry identified the problem grid how this impacting the competitiveness, productivity ond
sustainobility of AUStrolion industry

by How your project will foster hi^h quoity reseorch through colloborotive industry-reseorch
partnerships

c) How your project will encouroge undfocilitote SME porticipotion,

^rice China's waste bon in 2018, the waste sectorin Australia 1510cing unprecedented challenges Ih
managing waste locally. A paramount stockpiling of recycled-waste has been observed which has

already raised the concerns DIPosingfite hazards. The recent shutdown of multiple recycling fociliti^s
in Vitrorio by the Environment Protection Authority due to fears about the fire risk posed by growing
stockpiles. The most affected local governments are not willing to even collect recycling bins since the

service would cost a signoficont amount of money to manage waste locally (I. e. $50 million for
Queensland councils).

Realising the severity of the n s urrentlyjacing by the woste industry and local governments, both

Matter and Trodr ISMEs) have been trying to intogrote their innovative smart technologies to address
the Issues. The integrated resource and waste tracking system will support industry-led collaborations
between industry, researchers and the community to improve the coinpetit^^eness, productivity and
sustainob, lity of Australian waste Industry

This project provides I'rinovotion in waste industry by integrating smart trocking, wei'ghing, imaging
and mochihe learning technologies into the waste collection system. The system will be facilitated by

a real-time data acquisition platform, underPI'rined by blockchain technology. The project will be open
n the followi'rig ways: " resource tracking system used to measure the household's motoriolflow, ' flu
RFID, smart I'm age and weighihg system used to track waste generation, recycfing and contamination;

(111) through open source data and 11V) through communications written by specialists assigned to the
project.

Maio monu octu ers a d retaile s se bar oded recyc b ackag rig and this study will apply the
po koging ecy lobil^ty e o at10n porto as a too to under tond t e octuo recyc Ing rote of the

certf ed packaging p oduct a the household Ieve Specoficolly the p ct will se the Town of
Bosse dean The study wil analyse hou eho d motoriol
by anning the barcodes I product s
po kog rig This wil reveol on sumption patterns and packag g r yc rig behav our In oddit on the
study will ass stin dent!Iy rig prob emoti productpa kaging which ha po I o no re y Ing ro ISOn
The doto w 11 Identfy common packaging Items t at o e found to cont in note the re yc ed woste
stream which w 11 njorm etailer on packoging rede 19n and r o110w t em to pursue altomat re
solutions Further to this household wiI be ot!f ed of their recyc Ing behov o In orde to In ent vise
be o IOU ho ge

Integrating innovative sensors s ort maging, RFID and weighing technologies in the household waste

bihs and collection trucks w open up a new era of occurately measuring ond effectiveIy monog!'rig
our waste. The SMEs will have the opportunity to colloborote with local governments and research
organisotibnsin conductin new resear h ondproof-of-concept activities to improve their orgonisati'on
competitiveness for entering and thriving to the moss waste in orket.

The open ource data winenob e the shonn of th captured information among consumers tourchase
deci I n & waste generators ifecychng beha our retail market (Ihformi'rig problemoti'c packaging),
the wast management author ty foptimisot on & billing) and the recycfing industry isecure
nvestments with better decisions)

This will be on exemplar r LGA's across Australia through open, real t me t ockmg and Isuol^Sation
of the wasteflows This wills grincontly ^inprove the efi'I^Iency of waste ing ageme t sy terns, OS well
as informing and Imp oving eff' ct've decision making, since stokeholde s will now be able to access a

more coinprehens re a d ritegr ed overview on the amounts, types, contain nation and IOCotion of
waste. Consequently It w I in power stakeholders to make more effective decis ons and ncreose the
efficiency and produ tiv tv of theI woste management octi it us
The pro ct winenoble collaborations among t various stakeholdersjrom SMEs firadr, Matter was e
Industry isUEZ), IOCo government bod s (Town f Bassendeon), Academic ond research inst tute C

rtin University) and NGO's IClimate XICAu t o1/01 The projectis porti'CUIorlyi'riterestingjor SMES OS
both Tradr and Matter ore colloborating in the project by offering their unique smart technolog es
which a e vital for the project.
On one hand Tradris specialised in deve DPIng and operating smartsen or and a cloud platform and

on the other hand Matter I pe lollsed in volumetr c sensors and u to noh lit OS e sinent of waste
management thu Intog ating the rinovotive technologies cloud Qinputing and sustainab'lity
assessment in the proposed pro ect wi"support both SME t OPP y the r technologies I the eol w rid
scenarios wh h s very essent I 10 oncept proofing grid Qinmer 1011 e the r to briolog es n the
Au tra an and global market

Merit Criterion 2: The quality and benefits of your research project
o) The reseorch you will do grid methodologies you will use

b} How the research will oddress the Identjfi^d problem, build on the current body of knowledge and
enhance the odoption of new technologies

c) The education ond troining opportunities your pro/'ect will provide to build copobi"ty ond capocity in
the Industry ond reseorch sectors,

The project will apply a mixed-methodology by incorporoting both quont^^ative and qualitative
research methods. The project aims to demonstrote the recent invention in smart technologies to solve
the real-world problem and in this case waste. The project will demonstrate multiple innovative
approaches to provide on in-depth knowledge Grid pol^tv solutions for addressing the current
challengesrlhcludihg:

. Using customised mobile OPPl^tation to track household consumption behaviour and identify
problemotic product packaging, .

. Installing stote of the art micro-ultrasonics and RFID trackers in all three waste bins and weighihg
technology in the collection trucks to track household waste generation and recycftng procti'ces, '
. Integrating imaging technology with the machine Ieorning technique will enable to identify the
levelojcontomi'notion in the recycling wastefrom household to cityscole, . and
. Using blockchoin platform for open source woste data to ensure a high-resolution real-time data
whith are currently not available.

Various studi^s show that waste generotion and its management ore directly ^^fluenced by household
consumption patterns. The project scope is not limited to waste by-products but will also assess

products and goods consumers purchose doily, analysed at the household level. The project will
consider the Town of Bassendeon OS a case study areas for demonstrating the smart waste tracking
system

The proj'ect will develop a tailor-made mobile OPPl^^otion for the participating households In

Bassendean to collect their resource consumption and the packaging data. Since almost o11 pockoging
ore now boreoded, the mobile OPPl^tatibn will use barcode technology to record the household
consumption of goods from selected households during the consumption trial providrng data on
packaging for analysis. A cit!ten science seff-reporting technique will be used to capture household's

packaging recycfing practices. For example, the mobile application will be able to identify which
product packaging icertffied/uncertified) are problemotic and not being recycled correctly at
household due to design and behavioural ^55ues. This will help to visuo/^Se and understand the

complexity of the waste issues which motivate better purchase decisibns as well OS improve recycling
behaviour. In odd^^ion, the retailer and manufacturer will be informed about their problematic
packaging, so that they con rectify the issue through design or using sustainable materjots.
The smart tracking and weighihg system is currently applied in several cities in Europe and North

America but the technology has not yet been Introduced in Australia for determining the collection
cost, ' which is o1most ho!f that of total waste management. In oddit^^n, the project will Ihdude smart
imaging systems to capture high definition video and o series of snapshots of each bih during collection,

therebyident!fying the levelof contamination for each household. The mochihe learning technique wi'"
be OPPlied to these images a be troined over the period of the study period.

This nit anv w I be a eorly dopter n Au t o110 wh ch will provide a d to led verv ew of th data
throught efuls PPIy baino wo terno ageme tfrom sourceco sumptonto aledspo a.
The key focuses of the project ore to educate local community and inform them about their
consumption and recycling behaviour through the di^ito1 OPPl^tation and to motivate them for better
decision making while purchasing products and managing their waste I recycling in order to reduce
contominotion. The project builds on Ci7culor Economy principles and will del^^er a Factor 4 to Factor
10 improvement in waste productivity by reducing the contamination, increasing the material

circularity I'n the supply chain and resulting in a signfficont reduction in the environmental impact of
waste.

Desp re hoving Innovative and smart technologies, both Trod a d Mottor as SM DCk the capacity
to ondu t th essential product and market research which ore essent o110r moss application o15mort
technolog es in the waste Industry This project will provide the opportunity to b lid the reintionship
with community waste service Industry non-profit organisations and research nst tute The SMEs

wou d be be elited from the research environment provided by the Cumn Un versity The T wn of
Bossendean wou d be mainly on ducting the community education SUEZ would be pro Id g the
necessary o Iectio se Ices and trainings to the waste cone t rs. Trodr on Matter will be enob Ing
Intogroti n I smart dev es n the waste management p actices to trac r o -t in data wh ch ore
c rrently absen e the waste management system.

Merit Criterion 3: Capacity, capability and resources to deliver the project
by How will you monoge ond monitor your project, explaining the governonce and pionning
orrongements and how you will monoge risks, includrng doto protection ond cyber security
concerns

by Your access to required resources ^ridudrng personnel with the right skills and experience, funding,
infrostructure, technology ondintellectuolproperty,
The pro t act!v t es and progres will be managed and mon tored 10 e y by o11 stakeho ders and a
project manage will be employed by coo d rioting the oct v ties between Indust es and ocodemio In
order to monitor the pro ect progress and in jestone scheduled stakehojde meeting will be
orgo sed eo h month An effect e and detail dproject monogementplon jot ached) wilbe prepo ed
and oct v t es will be planned and dellve ed There libe severo1community engagement programmes
which in Ibe held in dfi'erent proje t phases and the coinmun t engageme t will be held in o10 urn
style manner

There w " be regu or d s eminotion offeporting and publicatibn in line with fun Ing requ reine ts The
publication top CS nclude consumption and recycffng behaviour trends and dynami s of waste
coinpos tion optimis rig cowect on cost through a PAYTsystem and a waste manageme tst ategyfor
Bossendeon The preye t will yield Qinmunicat ons and on imp ementotion report
The loss of key pe sonnel I highly unlikely sin e the project will be coo d noted by Matter and Curti
Un ver Ity' permanent staff All relevont tokeholders ore committed o actively collobo ate and
I vest n the project which me ons the re us o1 of work Is very unlikely Key risks hove been Identofied
anal sed and mmgoted in the attached Failure Mode and Effects A o1ys s Tab e
Working with Curtin University Matter and Trodr isMEs will have the access to the urgently required
research environment which wou d safeguard any risk of data breoch and c ber security concerns
Ushg Curt!rillrewoll ridinteifoce w " ensure safe handli g of any confident o1household data which
wou d have not been poss ble o ensu e by a sinoll business Ike Matter.

The project will bring a unique set ofpe sonnelondskils wh 'ch ore v to/for the project to be completed
with the utmost success Both Motter and Trodr as SMEs have a number of patents and Industry led
Innovative techno o9 us in the waste track rig systems and in piementing them at o local council wi
min mise the knowledge gaps h re at10n to he coinpet t re odvontages of the technologies n a realwor d sc nor o

The key roles and collaboration of the stakeholders ore briefly outl^hed here:

Matter: Matter OS a project lead will focus on meeting inI estones managing the budget report rig

and assisting otherp Iectportners on a doy-to-day basis with techno o9y Integration and operat o s
Matter will a o provide technicolsupportfor the volumetr c analys s of wa to generation and track n

s stem from point of generoti'on to the collection system The potent o1 orbon and greenhouse-gas
emission from h u ehold waste will be analysed through o cornprehens v carbon accounting system
Matter's proprietory data monogement system will also be leveraged n order to optimise effitiencies
n water collection wh e supporting data analytics.

Tradr it d will pro de the technical development for the mob to OPPlitotion and machine Ieo n rig
technology Trodr will also provi'de maintenance support to th project, OS well OS the market g
campaign and doto guidance. Tradr will o1so support the pro ect In a general collaborative w by
assisting with implementation ond operations.

SUEZ Recycfing and Recovery Pty Ltd SUE the Town of BOS endean's waste contractor who wil be

responsible for deploying ond monog n the waste ino Iton rig and tracking technologies and he o I
out of the three-bin system with RHO tagg rig. The mart in 91ng and weighing devices will be nsto led
in SUEZ waste collection
ks operat g n he T wn of Bossendeon.

The Town of Bossendean The Town of Bossendeon will ro I out the three-hin programme by 2020,
thereby creating the RFID tagg d three bin smart cone t on system which is fundamental to this

proposal. The necessary community engogement and Qinmunication campoign will be organised by
the Town o180ssendeanf a smooth transition of the urrent two bih system to the three bih system.
Curtin University Curtin Unive s ty w " provide coo dinotion duties and r sponsib It es to the pro^C
urt n Uni ersity will advise o1 partners to determine the nec s ary tracking RFl am era DVR) and

we gh rig (weighing device cohb at on software at . to briologies which need t be pur hosed I r
o e I g doto on household waste profile and eso rce recovery tat Cum University w I also
conduct reseor h a ros the pr Iectfor quoMied knowledg feat on Innovoti and reporting The
Curt n Institute for Qinp tot o will prov de data analytics to the project that w " enable manageme t
and a o1y s of the data collected r reseo ch purposes as wellos inp ementation and the setup of a
databasefor the exported doto

almate-KIC Au trollo Prov ding support for dev loping mobile OPP I atton and riteg atIng the SRTS
study Into the rcu or Economy f o95hip pro ect n Europ Thi w " provide th potent o110 o11n
ocr

AUS aho and global Qinpar!son

Merit Criterion 4: impact of the grant funding on your project
by The likelihood thot the project would proceed without the gront ond how the grant withinpoct the
proj'ect in terms of scale and timing

by The to toI investment the grunt will levero9e and why the AUStrofion Government should invest in
your proj'ect

c) The coinmerciol potential of the project Ihduding the expected commercial outputs such OS new
products, process or services ond or ony expected spill over benefits.
This s on Industry driven project led by the SME and ocol ou IIS and research nst t to hove been

co ulted and will be act v nv ved in this pro ect As one o the Iea Ing partner organ sat ons the
Town of Bossendeon will Imp ement hi pro e t by moving from Its current two bin woste c I ect on

system to o three b n woste collection system of 1500 service recipients in 2020 equipp d wit the
cutting edge mart esour e and waste tracki g system

Th exemplar initibti've will not only bring 0 o1 residents, governments, waste industry ond academic
nst tut ons onto the some platform but the project will also demonstrate how cities can orchestrote
he sustainable management offesource and waste in the future.
Through the demonstration element of the project, residents will be provided with a tailor-mode
mobile application for tracking their household material flows. The end of life waste will be

photogrophed, measured and weighed with the smart sensors, RFID tagging system and Imaging
technology. The level of contamination will be determined at the individual household level so that o

customised waste awareness program can be del^^ered to the citizens who ore not pertorming to on
expected level. Thus, the project wi'11 ensure on octive community participation throughout the proj'ect
to reduce contamination grid improve the waste recycfing rote. The data will be de-Identofied OS it Is
stored, except for access by o very limited number of researchers who will collate the results to

meaningful reports. Citizen integrity will be guaranteed by access to the computational expertise of
Curtin University with their stringent ethics andintegrity system.

The proj'ect winengage the local community about the benefits Dimitioting this project and measuring
the waste in relation to the reduction of waste generatibn and improvement of recycling rote whith
can potential save households money, The prey'ect will modelo billby weight systemfor an appropriate

tariffstructure in the preliminary trials, however, with public acceptance and project perlormonce, the
PAYTsystem would be adopted during the Implementation phose.

The project will engage local community OS outfined in the attached project plan and monthly
stakeholder meetings with consortium partners and regulotory/government bodies. A set of
milestones and targets ore o551gned to measure the proj'ect's progress. The project monoger will assess
the progress based on stakeholders' satisfaction. The diverse roles of the project partners will ensure
citizen engagement at various project phases including software/mobile application development

ITrodr/Matter/Climate-KIC ICUrt!'n University), projifing household waste composition (Town of
Bossendeon/Curtin University:/Trodr) and smart waste collection system (SUEZ:^^"Curtin
University/Matted, waste management and SCOle up potential (Town of Bossendeon).
A combination of smart technologies will allow the community ond local government to gain a sense
of the resource value of waste. The sense of resource value within the community is absent due to a
lock of socio-economic and environmental awareness on waste. A key focus of this project will be on
accessing household resource and woste data to provide details on household waste recycling practices

to the residents in real-time through a tailor-made mobile Application. Such cutting-edge Initiatives
not only increase community awareness on waste but o150 improve recycling efficiency, which will be
cost-effective in the long term.

The key peno morice rid cotors for success of this project include a 5%-10% reduction of woste
containinot o a 10 imp ovementi'n the recycling effic^^ncy ond at least 90% of Town o180ssendeon
residents' oct re participot on in the new three-bin recycling system. In oddtion, we will use 80%

stakeholdersot SIoction (gathered from surveys during and after the project) OS a means of measuring
the overall coinmun ty success of the project.

The pro/'ect also offgns with the Town of BOS endeon s commitment to improve waste management
serv ces to their residences, The preye t will ridorse the Not'on o1 Waste Polity whith sets AUStrofia's
waste management and resource re overy direct on to 2020 by addressing o11 six key areas including

tok rig responsibility, improving mar t ursuing us tornobi ty, reducing hazard & risk, tai'formg
O ution and providrng evidence to the de 1510n in a ers

The project I In a 19nme t with the AUStrofia G ow h Centres, namel AMGC and F At for th
10 lowing reasons:

AMGC because of the imp ementotion of smart sensors to recycling and waste collection systems a d
how this will ultimately 'in pact packaging ond manufacturing, which will only be worthwhile and
feasible after we obtain basefine data, which this project will achieve. Technical leadership is being
developed with advanced processes and business models utilising new technologies. This project
of rect/y relates to the '^us trollon Packo in Covenant Strote IC Plan 2017-2022" by way of effitie tly
use resources, divert packogi'rig wastejrom landfill; ond shore knowledge to improve the packaging
sustainobility pecf'ormonce of Australian industry,

F1AL in terms of the impact that it could have with respect to food waste and ho sehold
consumption habits. This project directly looks to address aspects of the '20/8 National Was e o11c
Less waste more resources" which F1AL will deliver and jin Iement a 10n or.

Other Government Priories:

The project will address the AUSt o1 on Gov minents pno Ity oreos such OS sustainable wo to rid
esource management. In oddi on the p o e t w I assist n achie Ing the AUStrolion State a d Federol
Governments 100% packaging to gets

Basis for government priority:
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Figure: The SRTS Project Activity Diagram
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The Project Activities Plan (, uly 2019-, une 2022)
ITask Name

Duration

!Project Scope and Data Management Plan

5 months I LID7/20L9

Start

Finish

Partners

j30/^,./20L9

M, .

Drafting consortium agreement

11 mon

All Partners

Finalising consortium agreement

it mon

All Partners

Literature review

'3

ICUrtin/CIC

I

ICUrtin/ClqPartners

Finalising the scope of the study
Finalising Research Methodology and Data
management Plan

2 mons

Inventory of available and required smart
technologies IBill of materials)

.I mon

Procurement planning

Household Material Flow Analysis
Identification and listing of consumable
products

Curtin/CIC

2

Inventory and Planning

11 mori
i, .,. mons

Milestones

Matter I Tradr

..

IMatter I Tradr

..

5:1:1^^j^01^;..^/^@/2020%;$:;;;::*:.::if;;;;.,;./'.:

11 mon

Curtin

14 months

-Party development firm

M2

TradrI Matter and 3, d
Develop mobile application for tracking
shopping products

,Collaboration with the ^
Curtin Team

Public consultation

I mori

TOB (supported by group)

Testing the mobile app and scanning system

IT mon

Curtin Team/Tradr

Optimising the household MFA data

11 mon

ICUrtin Team/Tradr

Collecting Household Consumption and
IRecycling Data

6 mon

Procurement and Installation of Smart Devices

6 mons

Procurement of required smart devices

15 mori

Curtin I Tob

^/U/2020

3,151202, .

SUEZ/Tradr/Matter?
Matter I TradrI Suez

M3

Public consultation

It ino n

TOB (supported by group)
TOB (supported by group)

Installation of, sensors, RFID, linage capture and!
' ' ' 12mons

weighing devices, LORa

Training of the employees

I mon

Trial Period

6 months 12/5/202^

Trial L RFID Waste Tracking System

6 mons

Selecting data collection platform

2 mons

Integrating waste data in the cloud system

12 mons

Modelling of the machine learning technique

;2 mons

CIC/Shared IPAradr

Household waste profile trial I

12 mons

Tradr

I Calibration and optimisation

I mon

SUEZ

I Public consultation

0.5 mons

TOB (supported by Tradr)

Trial2: Volumetric Waste Tracking System
Development and integration to cloud system
Modelling of the machine learning technique

6 mons

I. .^--=--

isuEz

ayu/202^

M4

Tradr Up)
Curtin Data Scientist I
Tradr

~~I

13 mons

Matter 11P)

12 mons

CIC/ Shared IP

11 mori

Matter

I Public consultation

0.5 mons

ITOB tsupported by
^Matter)

11mplementation and Data Synthesis

,8 mons

Full-scale implementation Stage I

6 mons

Motivating for Behaviour Change-Consultation
Full-scale implementation Stage Z
Data synthesis and room for improvements

I.

Household waste profile trial I

21n/202t

;3L/6/2022

Curtin Team

M5

j6 mons
3 mons

Cumn I Matter I Tradr

Public Report

2 mons

Curtin Team+ Partners

I^^j_a New Era !

I mori

Group

_ _, I

Milestone Schedule

Milestone

Duration

Start

End

% PV

Project Scope and Data Management Plan

5 months

1/7/2019

30/11/2019

$1,269,950

Household Material Flow Anal

11 months

1/12/2019

3/1/012020

$1,269,950

Procurement and Installation of Smart Devices

6 months

'/11/2020

1/5/2021

$1,770,005

Trial Period

6 months

2/5/2021

,1/1/2021

$631,142

Implementation and Data Synthesis

8 months

2/11/2021

30/6/2022

$631,142

TOTAL

36 months

$5,572,189
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Joondalup DC, WA 6919
Tel: 0863646965

fo@wasteauthority. wa. gov. au
Ms Peta Mabbs
Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean

WWW. wasteauthority. wa, gov. au

mail@bassendean. wa. gov. au
Dear Ms Mabbs

Letter of support - Developing a smart resource tracking system to clean up the
Australian waste industry

Thank you for your letter dated I I March 2019 regarding the submission of a research
grant application titled "Developing a Smart Resource Tracking System to clean up the
Australian Waste Industry" to the Federal Government's Cooperative Research Centres
Projects (CRC-P) Grants program.

In principle the Authority is supportive of this project, which will utilise innovative
technology for measuring and effectiveIy managing waste in Western Australia.
Embracing new technologies that contribute to circular economy principles is a vital step
in improving waste management practices.

As you would be aware, the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy 2030 was
launched on IO February 2019. The circular economy is central to the new waste
strategy, and presents opportunities for increased local recycling activity. Improved data
collection and analysis is also a key component of the waste strategy. This industry-led
research project presents opportunities to improve the measurement and evaluation of
waste management programs and initiatives by collecting data on household
consumption, recycling behaviour and product packaging.

The Waste Authority delivers a range of programs to support the waste strategy on behalf
of the State Government that you may wish to consider applying for, to support the
project. On 4 April20,9, the Minister for Environment. HDn Stephen Dawson, announced

$1 million funding for waste infrastructure projects in Western Australia. This funding will
be made available through a one-off round of the Community and Industry Engagement
(CIE) program, administered by the Waste Authority. I would encourage the Town of
Bassendean and the collaborating entities to investigate and apply for funding for waste

infrastructure. Further information about CIE can be found on the Waste Authority
website at WWW. wasteauthority, wagov. au/programs/cie. Applications close at 10 am,
Monday 29 April20,9.

I would like to thank the Town of Bassendean and all other entities involved in progressing
this important work and wish you all the best in your application to the CRC-P program.
Yours sincerely

Mareus Geisler
CHAIRMAN

IO April2019

ATTACHMENT No. 3

,

^GOVERNMENT OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

,

Dep^riment of Biodiversity,

Con^ervation and Attractions

Ou r let

Conservation and Ecosystem Management Division

20171004690

Enquiries: Peter Adklns
Phone: 9278 0915
Email:

peter. adkins@dbca. wagov. au

Mr Bob Jarvis
Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean
PO Box 87

BASSENDEAN WA 6934

AtIn : Jeremy Walker
Dear Mr Jan/is

BINDARING WETLAND CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW - FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

Thank you for the opportunity for staff from the Rivers and Estuaries Branch (REB) of the

Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions (DBCA) to meet with Jeremy Walker and

Simon Stewart-Dawkins on 5 July regarding extensions to the Bindaring Wetland Concept Plan
Development - Revision I (Caterra Environment, July 2017).

Without additional data from onsite investigations, DBCA is unable to provide statutory plannin
advice on the proposed future inclusions of the Bindaring Wetland Concept Plan including the
creation of islands, adjustment of bed levels and installation of weir structures.

To assess whether these significant changes to Bindering Wetland are viable there would be a
need to study and consider presence and extent of potential acid sulfate soils, dewatering
requirements, potential contaminants, especially from stream bed excavation, and flooding

otential
amon
t th 'blfactors;
f'tI
potential
and and
amongst
other possible

As the proposed future inclusions of the Bindaring Wetland Concept Plan are unlikely to result in
significantly enhanced water quality improvement and risk worsening water quality if riot
appropriateIy managed, REB recommends against exploring this option further, particularly if at the
expense of progressing works proposed in the Bindaring Wetland Concept Plan Development Revision I (Catera Environment, July 20,7).

As per our letter dated 13 November 2017, REBis supportive of the plans to improve water quality
within Bindaring Wetland. Providing the depth below the floating wetlands and the space, access
and fall to construct biomters to the appropriate specifications is sufficient, then option I in the

Bindaring Wetland Concept Plan Development - Revision I (Cotsrra Environment, July 2017) is

preferred, as it offers the greatest nutrient treatment for the least cost.

It is again recommended that the Town of Bassendean verify the estimated treatment redudion
determined by Cotsrra using the UNDO tool. Also, if the land swap of Lot 27, Hamilton Street for

Lot 27 (Lot 400) Hyland Street proceeds, it is recommended that the Town of Bassendean notify

the land owner of the potential for a future constructed wetland which may be built on the
parkland to the west of Lot 271 Hamilton Street, as identified in Figure 3 of Ashfield Flats Brief for

Strategic Management Plan and Associated Works, prepared for Town of Bassendean in July

2004 by Syrinx Environmental PL.

Rivers and Estuaries Branch

Locked Bag 104, Bentley Delivery Centre, Western Australia 6983

Phone: (08) 9278 0900 Email: rivers. systems@dbca. wagov. au
dbca. wa. gov. au
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I trust these comments are of use. Should you require further information please contact myself or

Christie Atkinson, A/Drainage and Nutrient Intervention Program Manager, on 9278 0952.
Yours sincerely

Peter Adkins

Manager, River Systems Management Unit
2 November 2018
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Department of Biodiversity,

PARKS AND
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SERVICE
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Your, ef
Our ref

2017/004690

Enquiries

Peter Adkins

Phone

927809/5
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peter adkins@dbca re gov au

Mr Bob Jarvis

Chief Executive Officer
Town of Bassendean
PO Box 87

BASSENDEAN WA 6934

Document #

AtIn: Jeremy Walker

Date
Officer
File

ILET. 137664i8
20 0420/8
BOB JARVIS

11,111 ,Inn^ , Inn

PARE/CONTRNG/2

Dear Mr Jarvis

COUNCIL WORKSHOP To DISCUSS ALTERNATIVE BINDARING WETLAND CONCEPT

Thank you for the invitation to attend the Town of Bassendean council workshop to discuss an
alternative concept design forthe Bindaring Wetland. The Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions are able to review and provide comment on the alternative concept design for the
Bindaring Wetland but consider that this review would be better informed outside of a workshop
setting.

To ensure comments are able to be provided prior to the workshop, the alternative plan and any
associated detail should be forwarded to Peter Adkins, Drainage and Nutrient Intervention Program
Manager at p^^!^ by close of business 26 April2018. oncers will then
provide comments prior to the workshop for the Town of Bassendean's consideration.

We coinmend the Town of Bassendean on leading the Bindaring Wetland project to protect the
Swan and Canning rivers.
Yours sincerely

Stephen Lloyd
NManager, River System Management
20 April 2018

Parks and Wildlife Service

Locked Bag 104. Bent!ey Delivery Centre. Western Australia 6983
Phone: (08) 9278 09/5 Email: peter adkins@dbca. wagov. au
Web pws. dbca. wagov. au
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RPMC 02/02/, 8 Summary of feedback and response.
Feedback

Responder

Officer Comment

Department
Biodiversity,

Supportive of plans to improve water

Conservation &
Attractions

Recommend that specifications
ensure that space, access & fall to
construct bio filters to the adoption

ualit within Bindarin wetland

Officer agrees with comment and will

provide feedback to Caterra to provide a
response and update option I concept

Guidelines for Stormwater Bio

filtration Systems is sufficient and
depth below the floating wetlands is
sufficient to prevent plant root growth
into the base of the wetland

Recommend option I be preferred as
it offers greatest nutrient treatment for

Noted

the least cost

Suggested possibility of constructing
additional wetland areas within public
open space north of Bassendean

Noted

Parade if desired in future

further

Officer will request further information from

information regarding inputs used by

Recommended

that

Caterra in regards to UNDO modelling and

Corerra in the UNDO model be

estimated nutrient reduction,

obtained to verify estimated treatment
reduction

recommend council notify potential
new land owner of land swap that
there is potential for a future wetland
on the parkland to the west of Lot 271
Hamilton St

Noted comment, however future wetland is

proposed to be adjacent lot I 00 Hyland St,
not Hamilton St.

Friends

Of

Bindaring Park

Friends Group consider that this plan
by Coterra does not go far enough to
address core issues and provide a

plan for holistic repair of degraded

Designs are concepts not detailed
specifications, next stage would be to
develop detailed specifications based off the
concepts.

wetland system

Friends Group would like to see an
environmentally sensitive Hydraulic
design that allows the available water
flow to support a wetland system that

Concept designs are all developed to meet
the following objectives:
I. Improve water quality within Bindaring
Wetland through the improved treatment of

can function well within its urban

urban stormwater runoff at stormwater

setting, whilst being accessible to the

discharge locations within the Park
2. Improve ecological & Habitat value
through removal of weed vegetation,
retention of high value trees and

community

rehabilitation us in local native s ecies.

3. Improve access, path connectivity &
under"utilised space within the Park for
improved recreational amenity.
4. Consider modification of hydraulic
controls

Friends Group would like a greater
emphasis on the 'Living Stream' and
their comments are based on that

Option I preferred option, incorporates a
living stream in the northern section of the
wetland between Harcourt St & Anstey Rd.

premise

Friends group would like to see
Hydrological/ hydraulic assessments
to identify best design

Greater priority given to habitat
design

Section 2.5 of the Coterra report covers
hydrology component of the concept design
for ground water & Surface water, Section 3
is Hydraulic Modelling and Section 4 is water
quality modelling, GHD undertook hydraulic
modelling for northern section of wetland in
2016, Structerre undertook gentechnical
investigations in 2017 both of which
contributed to the designs,
Item 2 of project objective was to Improve
ecological & Habitat value, Caterra
undertook level I fauna survey to gather
better understanding of fauna found in
wetland prior to developing designs
Officer notes comment on proposed
pathways, feedback will be provided to

Coterra to remove pathways and replace
with boardwalk only as far as Watercorp
sewer inspection. Officer seek clarification
on which paths exactly friends group would
like removed including pathway proposed off
Watson St

As mentioned in the Cotsrra report, further
Hydrologicat & environmental investigations
are required to adequately assess the
impact that closing off Hyland street and
removing culvert would have on the wetland
hydrology & ecosystem, the flood levels
represented on the concept options are
indicative of the current hydraulic controls
and existing topography. Initial comments
from both GHD & Caterra suggest that
opening the culvert could impact the
freshwater ecology of the upper wetland, as
water data logger shows no current salt
water intrusion north of Anste ILOvelock St.

Ongoing management

Ongoing management is developed as part
of the detailed specifications and drawings

Nutrient Pollution Reduction

Section 4 of Coterra report explains water
quality monitoring that has been undertaken

for the past 7 years in conjunction with
department of water & City of Bayswater.
Officers can seek more detail from Coterra

on how suggested treatment options will
increase conservation values and habitat

capacity.
Detailed design will take into consideration
depth required for floating wetland to be
successful and any excavation/silt removal
re uired to achieve this.

Request that staff consult with
Friends group & Councillors before
any future scopes are developed for
work in Bindarin

officers presented scope for stage 2 at
RPMC (RPMC - 1/11/16) prior to seeking
quotes from contractors

COTEI"^ I'^'A
ENVIRONMENT

Bindaring Park

I

Concept Plan Development

I^!

11
1111

\
.

9th April2019

Presentation by
Coterra Environment

Rebecca Epworth - Director

Background
. TOB seek to improve
ecological and
recreational value of

Bindaring Park
. Coterra and subconsultants: technical

studies and develop 3
concept designs
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I. Survey and flood modelling (middle and
southern zones)

2. UNDO (water quality) modelling
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3. Targeted Acid Sulfate Soils Investigation
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4. Geotechnical Investigation
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5. Fauna Assessment
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Objectives

COTl= R RA
ENVIRONMENT

I. Improve water quality through improved treatment of urban
stormwater runoff at stormwater discharge locations within
the pa rk.
2. Improve ecological and habitat value through removal of
weeds, and rehabilitation planting using local native species.

3. Improve access, path connectivity, and under utilised space
within the park for improved recreational amenity.
4. Consider possible future options.

WWW. Coterra. coin. au

Concept Design

^

Option I

COTE R RA
ENVIRONMENT

Objective

Measures proposed

Improve quality of stormwater
discharged to wetland

4 biofilters (major inflows)

Improve ecological and habitat value

Extensive weed control

3 swales (minor inflows)
Floating wetland
Gross pollutant trap
Rehabilitation planting
Retain 50 black cockatoo habitat trees
Remove 5 feral beehives

Improve recreational amenity

Additional paths, boardwalks, bird hide
Passive recreation areas including
seating and lookouts
Optional: Use house on 27 Hyland St as

environmen^,^^"community house.
Consider hydraulic controls

No changes proposed
WWW. oterra. C in. au
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Option 2

COT=Rl^A
ENVIRONMENT

Objective

Measures proposed

Improve quality of stormwater
discharged to wetland

2 biofilters (main inflows)
6 swales (minor inflows)
Gross pollutant trap

Improve ecological and habitat value

Extensive weed control

Rehabilitation planting
Retain 50 black cockatoo habitat trees
Remove 5 feral beehives

Improve recreational amenity

Additional paths, boardwalks, passive
recreation areas including seating and
lookouts

Optional: Remove causeway and replace
with pedestrian boardwalk
Consider hydraulic controls

Optional: Removal of the causeway

WWW. coterra. coin. au
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Option 3

COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

Objective

Measures proposed

Improve quality of stormwater
discharged to wetland

7 swales (all inflows)
Gross pollutant trap

Improve ecological and habitat value

Extensive weed control

Rehabilitation planting
Retain 50 black cockatoo habitat trees
Remove 5 feral beehives

Improve recreational amenity

Additional paths, boardwalks, bird hide
Passive recreation areas including
seating and lookouts
Optional: Remove house on 27 Hylond S
and reclaim land as POS

Consider hydraulic controls

Optional: Removal of the causeway and
Hyland Street
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Water Quality Treatment
Effectiveness

COTEI"^I^A
ENVIRONMENT

..

.

Existing

Nutrient export (kg/ha/yr)

Treatment method

No treatment

1.70

0.1.9

.

..

.

Treatment method

.

.

.

^^

.

4 biofilters
3 swales

0.86

0.08

0.56

0.05

2

0.27

0.01

3

Floating wetland, GPT
2

3

2 biofilters

6 swales, G PT
7 swales, G PT
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Iridicative Cost

COTEl^RA
ENVIRONMENT

Option

Indica Ive cost ($ millions)
(Incl. GST)

I

1.64

2

1.40

3

1.45

Exclusions:

. Removal of causeway or dwellings
. Modification of Hyland Street

. Civil services/drainage other than water quality treatment
. Maintenance
. Pest Control

. Design and consultancy fees including further approvals and investigations
See reportforfull list of exclusions
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COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

Future Work and Options
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Meeting Resolution
RPMC - 2102/L8

COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

MOVED Paul Bridges, Seconded Nonieiekabsons, that:

The feedback received by Friends of Bindaring Park Bassendean and the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation & Attractions, be received;

Officers request COTerra amend Option One to incorporate the following feedback comments:
a) That specifications ensure that space, access & fall to construct bio filters satisfy the Guidelines for Stormwater Bio filtration Systems and delete the
floating wetland.
by Further information regarding inputs used by COTerra in the UNDO model be obtained to verify estimated treatment reduction.

c) COTerra to update pathways as per feedback and replace with a boardwalk as far as the first Watercorp sewer inspection, Officers to seek
CIOr^cation on which poths exoctly the friends group would like removed including pothwoys proposed off Wotson St before sending this request to
COTerro;

d) COTerra to detail how suggested treatment options will increase conservation values and habitat capacity;

e) That consideration be given to including an inspection window in the gross pollutant trap;
That COTerra provide an amended Option Three plan and feedback that incorporates:

f) Include consideration of islands to increase the wetlands habitat capacity and nutrient stripping potential;
g) Consideration of a settling pond for silt removal at the Hatcourt St west outlet;
h) Incorporate as an option the reconnection of the wetland at Hyland Street and the removal of the causeway as outlined in the Option Three callout;

it Provide a design with modified wetland levels enabling all portions of the freshwater wetland to be inter linked to a shaded pool of sufficient size and
depth to be a year round expression of the underlying ground water capable of supporting an ongoing population of endemic mosquito predators;

j) Provide options for the inclusion of an adjustable weir either at the current weir site, under the first boardwalk or elsewhere to maintain the
wetlands freshwater ecological character by preventing the intrusion of salt due to rising river levels associated with climate change; and

WWW. coterr .coin. au

Meeting Resolution

COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

Officers present the updated concepts and project estimates of the time and cost to complete these hydrological and environmental assessments of
these variations to the Committee,

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 710
Reason: The current option does not oddress rising sea levels, salt inundation, riotur@I mosquito control ond enhanced environmental h"bit@t,
The Ordinary Council Meeting considered the River Parks Management Committee's recommendation and resolved

DCM -17/03/^8 MOVED a Mykytiuk, Seconded a Gangell, that Council:
I.

Receives the additional information provided to the March 2018 Ordinary Council Meeting from Coterra Environmental in regards to
RPMC-2102/18 recommendations;
2.

Holds a Councillor Workshop with representatives from Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions, Department of

Water and Environmental Regulation to discuss point 2a, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e of the RFMC-2102/18 recommendation;
3.
Defers a decision on point 2a of the RPMC-2102/18 recommendation to delete the floating wetland. Lists an estimated cost of $1,300
to modify the concept design and report and lists funds for Council consideration in the draft 20/8/2019 budget;
4.

Supports point 2c of the RPMC-2102/1.8 recommendation to remove a series of paths and provision of a boardwalk from Hyland

Street to the first Water Corporation sewer inspection pit, and awaits the outcome of the workshop prior to engaging Coterra Environment to

incorporate changes, at an estimated cost of $4,200 to modify the concept design and report; and
Receives the River Parks Committee minutes of 6 February 2018.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 610
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Removal of causeway or dwelling at Lot 27
. Engineering, structural work required

.
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. Modification of Hyland Street
. Engineering, structural, traffic, services

work required.
Inclusion of habitat islands

All of these options would require further

hydrological and environmental/ wetland
*
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assessments (discussed below).
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Additional Environmental Requirements for Items Not Assessed

COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

Extensive environmental and hydrological assessments, approvals and management plans would
be required for any of the aspects identified in the previous slide.

Initially consultation with authorities would be required to confirm the investigations and
assessments required. Liaison would likely be required with:
. DBCA
. DWER
. EPA

. Department of Fisheries
Please note:

All investigations or assessments undertaken are subject to the results of the investigation

before the proposed changes could progress further.
eg. if the flood assessment indicated that there was unacceptable flood risk to existing houses,
then further unforeseen investigations and or infrastructure may be required (if possible).

WWW. Coterra. Comau

Additional Environmental Requirements for Items Not Assessed
COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

Flood modelling to assess the flood risk impacts of the removal of Hyland Street and the causeway,
Assessment required.
> Risk to existing housing through potential changes in flooding behaviour,
Wetland water balance modelling to determine the impact of the removal of control structures on typical

(nori-flood) water levels. Identify where water level changes may impact existing vegetation and ecology (i. e.
where water levels are substantially reduced or increased in comparison to present conditions). E. g. the
northern wetland may drain a lot quicker and be drier than current conditions.
Contaminated land assessment to determine the impacts of the removal of potentially contaminated fill in
the causeway. Assessment and management required.
Potential nutrient mobilisation issues and risk of eutrophication and algal blooms, either in the wetland itself
and/or the Swan River. Management required.
Potential sediment pollution risk causing smothering of aquatic invertebrates and aquatic vegetation, Surveys
and management required.
Potential risk of acid sulphate soils exposure, Assessment and management required.
Salinity impact - changes in salinity may cause adverse impact on the ecology. Changes to salinity would be a
permanent change to the wetland dynamic and therefore could not be "managed". It would require
comprehensive ecological and hydrological assessment to determine whether the impacts would be too
detrimental.

WWW. coterra. coin. au

Additional Environmental Requirements for Items Not Assessed
COTERRA
ENVIRONMENT

Referral to the EPA under Section 38 of the Environmental

Protection Act for potential significant impact to a CCW or REW.
This should be referred by the proponent but anyone can refer the
project (e. g. DBCA).
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An Environmental Management Plan is required for the
referral. This would require various assessments.
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It would either be deemed "not assessed" or require a
formal assessment.
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"riot assessed" means the project can proceed under the
normal approval processes.
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Formal assessment means further work and investigations

are required. This would take approx. 9 to 1.8 months and
involve multiple assessments and investigations.
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Thank You
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BASSENDEAN

Council Policy
I. , Verge Treatment and Maintenance Policy
Street verges within the Town perform important functions including the provision
of space for public utility services, increased public space and the visual linking of
streetscapes. In the interests of Bassendean's wellbeing into the future, the Town
wishes to encourage landscaping that is waterIAIise, aesthetically pleasing and
reflects our natural heritage.
It is acknowledged that verges form part of the public realm. Whilst Council
allocates funding for the maintenance of selected verges, generally those
adjacent to major or distributor roads, the Town relies on the goodwill and
cooperation of adjacent land owners/occupiers for the maintenance of their
verges.

Objectives
The objectives of this policy are to encourage adjacent owners/occupiers to
install and maintain Permissible Verge Treatments in accordance to Activities on
Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law, for
the installation and management of verges that are waterwise, aesthetically
pleasing, and that reflect our natural heritage.
Council does riot mow or slash verges adjacent to all private, commercial or
industrial property on the basis that owners and residents with civic pride
undertake this activity as a contribution to the amenity of the Town. This allows
Council to direct its resources to priority services.

Strategy
The Town of Bassendean will achieve these objectives through the application of
"Permissible Verge Treatment" guidelines (see Appendix I ) with which to assess
requests to develop new or alter existing verge treatments and the development
of a priorlty verge slashing program to reduce the grass loadings through out the
year, within the allocated budget constraints.

Street verge slashing program is a grass reduction service not a lawn mowing
service and will be provided within budget constraints, in accordance with the
following priorities:
Priority One - Primary and District Distrlbutor Roads - Guildford Rd, Lord St,
Walter Rd East, Morley Drive (as arranged with the Shire of Swan), Collier Rd
and Railway Parade, and areas required to be carried out for reasons of fire,
traffic, cyclist or pedestrian safety.
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Council Policy
Priority Two - Local Distributor Roads - West Rd, Ivanhoe St, Old Perth Rd,
Hardy Rd, Reid St, Broadway, Northmoor Rd, 101anthe St, Palmerston St,
Shackleton St, Bridson St, Haig St and Colstoun Rd.
Priority Three - Local Roads - Scaddan St, North Rd, Bassendean Parade,
Pearson St and Surrey St.
Priority Four - Verges adjacent to vacant and corner blocks, cul-de-sac heads,
and closed road sections in other roads.
Note:

I. Verges adjacent to Council controlled reserves are to be mown as part of
those reserves; and

2. Verges maintained by the resident are not included in the verge slashing
program.

Detail

This policy applies to the portion of land between the road kerb/edge and the
property boundary. The requirements of the policy exclude footpaths and
crossovers.

Treatments should be attractive and provide a positive enhancement to the

streetscape. Street tree planting shall be in accordance to the adopted Street
Tree Master Plan. Street trees remain the responsibility of the Town and are
therefore, excluded from this policy.

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive

Officer (CEO) has the authority to administer the requirements of this policy. The
CEO has on-delegated this authority to the Manager Asset Services.
The Policy is to be reviewed every three years
Policy Type: Strategic Policy

Policy Owner:

Director Operational

Services

First Adopted: OCM-, 2112/1 I

Link to Strategic Community Plan:
Town Planning & Built Environment

Last Review Date: March 2014
Version I

Next Review due by: December 20.6
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APPENDIX I

PERMISSIBLE VERGE TREATMENTS
Introduction
The portion of land between a property boundary and the carriageway or road is referred
to as the verge. Property owners or residents of land abutting the verge may install a
permissible verge treatment.

A permissible verge treatment is one that is approved by Council and subject to stringent
conditions.

Water^/ise management practices are encouraged for verge treatments. The Water
Corporation webpage (WWW. watercorporation coin au) has a range of initiatives to assist
residents minimise water usage,

Permissible Verge Treatments
The Activities on Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local
Law 2010 states:

Division I - General prohibitions : A person must riot plant any plant except grass within 6m of
an intersection

Division 3 - Permissible Verge treatments:
(1) An owner or occup^er of land, which abuts on a verge, may on that part of the verge directly
in front of her or his land install a permissible verge treatment.
(2) The permissible verge treatments are. '
(a) the planting and maintenance of a lawn;
(b) the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that:

(O clear sight visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the abutting
thoroughf^re in the violh^ty of an intersection or bend in the thoroughfare or
using a driveway on land adyacent to the thoroughfare for access to or from
the thoroughi^re;
(10 where there is no footpath, a pedestrian has safe and clear access of a

minimum width of 2m along that part of the verge immediately adjacent to the
kerb, '
(fro it does not include a wall or built structure, ' and
(Iv) it ^^ not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature, . or
(c) the installation of an acceptsble material, ' or

(d) the installation of an acceptable material or other verge treatment in accordance with
paragraph (0), and the planting and maintenance of either a lawn or a garden on the
balance of the verge in accordance with paragraph (a) or (b).

Conditional requirements

Acceptable
materials

I. Composted mulch or > Street Tree Protection policy requirements are applied to ensure the long-term
chipper mulch material
2. Small
Permeable/
Pavers

health of the tree

forrnat > To protect the tree roots, all earth works under the tree drip line shall be
Porous
performed using hand tools
> Verge pavers shall be at least 20 per cent porous
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Acceptable

Conditional requirements

materials
3.1rrigation system
4. Grass

5. Low growing ground
cover plants

. Storm water on verge shall be managed on site
. Verge pavers shall riot be laid within 2 metres from base of existing treetrunk
. A minimum of 2 metre wide street tree planting bay (s) shall be provided for
future street tree (s)
. No morelhan one third of the verge shall be paved excluding the crossover
. Mulch or paving once installed shall riot be higher than the adjacent kern line.
footpath or crossover
. Paving shall tolerate limited vehicle traffic
. Below roundirri ation I o u s rinklers

Reason

Examples of Nori Acceptable
materials

I. Frongible objects such
as

mounds, rocks,

sleepers, walls, and
garden kerns
2. Loose objects such as
gravel or aggregate
31n-situ

concrete,

Frongible objects may be considered unsafe, cause damage or be used to
cause damage

Loose objects impact upon pedestrian safety
Concrete & bitumen have poorwater permeability and contribute to storm water
flow

Synthetic turf may reduce soil health and contrlbute to the urban heat island
effect by absorbing sunlight and emitting heat

concrete slabs, and
bitumen

4. Artificial turf

Irrigation & Planting requirements
Irrigation of the verge is an acceptable material on the following condition:

. Gate value(s) I solenoid value(s) are located on private property
. Installation of retractable sprinkler heads, level with grass surface
. Irrigation system designed to ensure that the water is riot distributed onto paved
surfaces.

. Irrigation is applied in accordance to Wateiwise for WA water roster requirements.
In regards to the landscaping of the verge, it is essential to provide at all times clear sight
visibility for both pedestrians and vehicles. Where there is no footpath, safe and clear
access shall be provided for pedestrians. No plant except grass or a similar ground cover
plant is to be grown within 2 metres of a road edge and no plant except grass or a similar
ground cover plant is to be within 6 metres of an intersection. Other low growing plants
shall riot exceed 0.75 metres in height.

The sketch landscape plan below is provided to assist the owner I occupier of the lot
abutting a verge, appreciate visually the verge planting requirements. In this plan, the
plants have been arranged so that grass or a similar ground cover plant covers are
placed at edges and low growing plant towards the middle of the verge area.
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Where street trees are growing under the overhead power lines it is essential that that
the Town of Bassendean approved contractors have appropriate machinery access to
carry out street tree pruning operations, Should a verge treatment proposal prevent a

street tree from being maintained/ pruned or will damage an existing street tree, the
application shall be refused.

When considering landscaping a verge, the planting of endemic (local native) low
growing groundcovers and shrubs are strongly encouraged. Grow Local native plants
brochures can be obtained from the Town's Customer Service information desk. The

brochure contains a range of hints and information on how to use and look after native
plants
Below is an example of a verge landscaped plan
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Important Information:
Please refer to the Council adopted Verge Treatment Policy, Street Tree Protected
Policy and the Crossover Policy are available for viewing on the Town of
Bassendean

webpage
feedback/policies.

at:

WWW. bassendean. wa. gov. au/information &

> Before the owner/occupier of the lot abutting a verge or contractors start to dig,
plough, excavate or undertake any sub-surface activity, contact the "Dial Before You
Dig" service on telephone I I 00 to access indicative plans I information within 4-5
days on underground pipes and cables. Failure to take steps to avoid damage may
leave you liable for costs incurred in the event of infrastructure damage.
> Local native plants will generally need to be watered for the first two summers until
established. Some non-native plant species whilst 'waterwise' should be avoided as
there is the potential for seed dispersal into natural areas. For this reason local
natives are preferred
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Please (\fi tick to confirm the required information has been attach to the verge treatment
application form.

. Sketch plan of proposed verge treatment attached
. Specification of material planned to be utilised provided
. If garden to be provided, ensure plant species proposed are clearly shown
. Reticulation plan of proposed spray or drip reticulation attached
. Dial before you dig information attached
. Request the Town plant and maintain a street tree.
Please Note, ' If above supporting information is not submitted with applicatibn, the Town will have
no option but to reject application until relevant information is provided

For General Information Sheets, please refer to the Town of Bassendean web page at
WWW bassendean wa ov au/ for the following:
* "Street Tree" - Telephone 93779000 or request Ih writing a street tree (s) be planted
* "street Tree Protection'L building permitrequirements.
* "Crossovers" - constructed in accordance to Town'sspecilications

* "Availability of Mulch" Free mulch during specified time frames or pay for delivery,
\we, agree, '

I. to maintain the verge area in accordance to the approved permissible verge treatment in a good
and tidy condition and ensure that pedestri^n access will be maintained,

2. that service utilities on occasions wM require access to the verge area to undertake
underground, above ground routine work and street tree pruning operations.
3. that if the approved permissible verge treatment is damaged as a result of the routine work, the
applicant shall reinstate the area at no cost to the Town of Bassendean.
Applicant (s) Name
ApplicanVS Signature
Date:

Please note that landscaping of verge area shall not be undertaken without written approval that
the application is in accordance to the Permissible Verge Treatment requirements

BASSENDEAN
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Council Policy
OFFICE USE ONLY
Required Verge Treatment documentation and Plans submitted

Street Tree Protected policy considered & applied
Acceptable materials utilized
Pedestrian Access provided
Existing I Future Street Tree considered

.
.
.
.
.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

. Refused

Applicant advised

.
.
.
.
.

No
No
No
No
No
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Permissible Verge Treatment
Introduction
The portion of land between a property boundary and the carriageway or road is referred to
as the verge. Property owners or residents of land abutting the verge may install a
permissible verge treatment.
A permissible verge treatment is one that is approved by Council and subject to stringent
conditions.

Waterwise management practices are encouraged for verge treatments. The Water
Corporation webpage (WWW. waterco ration. coin. au has a range of initiatives to assist
residents minimise water usage.
Permissible Ver e Treatments
The Activities on Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local
Law 2010 states:

Division I - General prohibitions : A person must riot plant any plant except grass within
6m of an intersection

Division 3 - Permissible Verge treatments:
(7) An owner or occupier offand, which abuts on a verge, may on that part of the verge directly in
front of her or his land install a permissible verge treatment,
(2) The permissible verge treatments are:
(a) the planting and maintenance of a lawn;
(b) the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that:
in clear sight visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the abutting
thoroughi^re in the vicinity of an intersection or bend in the thoroughfare or using
a driveway on land acffacent to the thoroughfare for access to or from the
thoroughi^re, '
(10 where there is no footpath, a pedestrian has safe and clear access of a minimum
width of 2m along that part of the verge immediately adyacent to the kerb;
(111) it does not include a wall or bui" structure; and
(iv) it is not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature; or
(c) the installation of an acceptable material, . or
(d) the installation of an acceptable material or other verge treatment in accordance with
paragraph (0), and the planting and maintenance of either a lawn or a garden on the
balance of the verge in accordance with paragraph (a) or (b).
AGCe table materials
Conditional re ulrements
I. Composted mulch or > Street Tree Protection policy requirements are applied to ensure the long-!

chipper mulch material
2. Small
Permeable/
Pavers

fomiat
Porous

3.1rrigation system
4. Grass

5. Low growing ground
cover plants

health of the tree

> To protect the tree roots. all earth works under the tree drip line shall
perlorrned using hand tools
> Verge pavers shall be at least 20 per cent porous
> Storm water on verge shall be managed on site
> Verge covers shall riot be laid within 2 metres from base of existing tree trunk
> A minimum of 2 metre wide street tree planting bay (s) shall be provided f
future street tree (s)
> No more than one third of the verge shall be paved excluding the crossover
> Mulch or paving once installed shall riot be higher than the adjacent kerb 11n
footpath or crossover
> Paving shall tolerate limited vehide traffic
> Below round ' ' mori I
s tinklers
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Examples of Nori -

Reason

AGCe table materials

I. Fengible objects such > Frongible objects may be considered unsafe, cause damage or
as
mounds, rocks,
be used to cause damage
sleepers, walls, and > Loose objects impact upon pedestrian safety
garden kerns
> Concrete & bitumen have poor water permeability and contribute
to storm water flow
2. Loose objects such as
gravel or aggregate
> Synthetic turf may reduce soil health and contribute to the urban
31n-situ
concrete,
heat island effect by absorbing sunlight and emitting heat
concrete slabs, and
bitumen
4. Artificial turf

Irri at ion & Plantin re uirements

Irrigation of the verge is an acceptable material on the following condition:
> Gate value(s) I solenoid value(s) are located on private property
> Installation of retractable sprinkler heads, level with grass surface
> Irrigation system designed to ensure that the water is not distributed onto paved
surfaces.

> Irrigation is applied in accordance to Water^!ise for WA water roster requirements.
In regards to the landscaping of the verge, it is essential to provide at all times clear sight
visibility for both pedestrians and vehicles. Where there is no footpath, safe and clear
access shall be provided for pedestrians. No plant except grass or a similar ground cover
plant is to be grown within 2 metres of a road edge and no plant except grass or a similar
ground cover plant is to be within 6 metres of an intersection. Other low growing plants
shall not exceed 0.75 metres in height.
The sketch landscape plan below is provided to assist the owner I o00upier of the lot
abutting a verge, appreciate visually the verge planting requirements. In this plan, the
plants have been arranged so that grass or a similar ground cover plant covers are placed
at edges and low growing plant towards the middle of the verge area.
Where street trees are growing under the overhead power lines it is essential that that the
Town of Bassendean approved contractors have appropriate machinery access to carry
out street tree pruning operations. Should a verge treatment proposal prevent a street tree
from being maintained/ pruned or will damage an existing street tree, the application shall
be refused,

When considering landscaping a verge, the planting of endemic (local native) low growing
groundcovers and shrubs are strongly encouraged. Grow Local native plants brochures
can be obtained from the Town's Customer Service information desk. The brochure

contains a range of hints and information on how to use and look after native plants
Over the page is shown an example of a verge landscaped plan
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Important Information:

> Please refer to the Verge Treatment, Street Tree Protection, Significant Tree and
the Crossover information sheets which are available for viewing on the Town of
Bassendean web page at: WWW. bassendean. wa. gov. au I information & feedback/
policies

> Before the owner I occupier of the lot abutting a verge or contractors start to dig,
plough, excavate or undertake any sub-surface activity, contact the "Dial Before You
Dig" service on telephone I I 00 to access indicative plans I information within 4-5 days
on underground pipes and cables. Failure to take steps to avoid damage may leave
you liable for costs incurred in the event of infrastructure damage.
> Local native plants will generally need to be watered for the first two summers until
established. Some non-native plant species whilst 'waterwise' should be avoided as
there is the potential for seed dispersal into natural areas. For this reason local natives
are preferred.
See overleaf for Verge Treatment Permit Application Form.
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Verge Treatment Details

Please (1) tick to confirm the required information has been attached to the verge
treatment application form.

. Sketch plan of proposed verge treatment attached
. Specification of material planned to be utilised provided
. If garden to be provided, ensure plant species proposed are clearly shown.
. Reticulation plan of proposed spray or drip reticulation attached
. Dial before you dig information attached
. Request the Town plant and maintain a street tree.
Please Note: If above supporting information is not submitted with application, the Town will have
no option but to reject application until relevant information is provided
For General Information Sheets, please refer to the Town of Bassendean web page at :
WWW bassendean. wa qov au/ for the following:

"Significant Trees" - guidelines for the identification, protection and management
"Street Tree" - Telephone 93779000 offequestin writing a street tree (8) be planted
"Street Tree Protection "- buildng pennit ,equiiements.
"Crossovers' - constructed in accordance to Town's specifications
"Availability of Mulch" Free mulch during specified time frames or pay for delivery.
\we, agree:
err"isstole verge treatment in
will be maintained.

the verge area to undertake
rimg operations.
ed as a result of the routine
Town of Bassendea".

Please note that landsca^hg of verge area shall not be undertaken without written approval that
the application is in accordance to the Permissible Verge Treatment requirements

BASSENDEAN
. .. .. .. ,. .

Information Sheet
OFFICE USE ONLY

Required Verge Treatment documentation and Plans submitted
Street Tree Protected policy considered & applied
Acceptable materials utilized
Pedestrian Access provided
Existing I Future Street Tree considered

Application

. Approved

.
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Verge

Maintenance Policy

Street verges within the Town perform important functions including the provision
of space for public utility services, increased public space and the visual linking of
streetscapes.
.,
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.
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It is acknowledged that verges form part of the public realm. Whilst Council

allocates funding for the maintenance of selected verges, generally those
adjacent to major or distrlbutor roads, the Town relies on the goodwill and
cooperation of adjacent land owners/occupiers for the maintenance of their
verges.

Objectives
The objectives of this policy are to encourage adjacent owners/occupiers to
+Rsta. IFaR^maintain Permissible Verge Treatments in accordance to Activities on
Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law, for
management of verges that are waterwise, aesthetically
pleasing, and that reflect our natural heritage.
Council does riot mow or slash verges adjacent to all private, commercial or

industrial property on the basis that owners and residents with civic pride
undertake this activity as a contribution to the amenity of the Town. This allows
Council to direct its resources to priorlty services.

Strategy
The Town of Bassendean will achieve these objectives through . ,
..
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. . - e the development

of a priority verge slashing program to reduce the grass loadings through out the
year, within the allocated budget constraints.

Street verge slashing program is a grass reduction service not a lawn mowing
service and will be provided within budget constraints, in accordance with the
following priorities:
Priority One - Primary and District Distributor Roads - Guildford Rd, Lord St,

Walter Rd East, Morley Drive (as arranged with the Shire of Swan), Collier Rd
and Railway Parade, and areas required to be carried out for reasons of fire,
traffic, cyclist or pedestrian safety.

^ ^-.
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Priority Two - Local Distributor Roads - West Rd, Ivanhoe St, Old Perth Rd,
Hardy Rd, Reid St, Broadway, Northmoor Rd, 101anthe St, Palmerston St,
Shackleton St, Bridson St, Haig St and Colstoun Rd.
Priority Three - Local Roads - Scaddan St, North Rd, Bassendean Parade,
Pearson St and Surrey St.
Priority Four - Verges adjacent to vacant and corner blocks, cul-de-sac heads,
and closed road sections in other roads.
Note:

I . Verges adjacent to Council controlled reserves are to be mown as part of
those reserves; and

2. Verges maintained by the resident are riot included in the verge slashing
program.

Detail

This policy applies to the portion of land between the road kerb/edge and the
property boundary. The requirements of the policy exclude footpaths and
crossovers.
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. . treet trees remain' the responsibility of the Town and are
therefore, excluded from this policy.
..

11

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Councillors, Council delegates and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive

Officer (CEO) has the authority to administer the requirements of this policy, The
CEO has on-delegated this authority to the Manager Asset Services.
The Policy is to be reviewed every three years'
Policy Type : Strategic Policy

Policy Owner:

Director Operational

Services

First Adopted:

Link to Strategic Community Plan:
Town Planning & Built Environment

Last Review Date: M^I^2-9^Version I
Next Review due b
.
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Verge Treatment

Policy

Street verges within the Town perform important functions including the provision of
space for public utility services, increased public space and the visual linking of
streetscapes. In the interests of Bassendean's wellbeing into the future, the Town wishes
to encourage landscaping that is wateiwise, aesthetically pleasing and reflects our
natural heritage,
It is acknowledged that verges form part of the public realm. Whilst Council allocates

funding for the maintenance of selected verges, generally those adjacent to major or
distrlbutor roads, the Town relies on the goodwill and cooperation of adjacent land
owners/occupiers for the maintenance of their verges.

Objectives
adjacent
The objectives of this policy !^are to encourage
owners/occupiers to install and maintain Permissible Verge Treatments in accordance

to Activities on Thoroughfares and Trading in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local

Law, for the installation and management of verges that are waterwise, aesthetically
pleasing, and that reflect our natural heritage.

Strategy
....
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The Town of Bassendean has develo. ed Permissible
Ver. e Treatment Guidelines to he10 residents who are interested in establishin. a ver. e

oarden to self-asse^self-assess their coin. 11ance with Council re. uirements. U. . radin.
of a ver. e that Is desi. ned and installed In line with these .uidelines does not re. uire
the Town's approval,
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Detail

This policy applies to the portion of land between the road kerb/edge and the
property boundary. The requirements of the policy exclude footpaths, crossovers
and street tees.

To make sure

ver e treatment meets the Town of Bassendean
^

re uirements residents are encoura ed to review the Guidelines . rior to stainn
ro'ect It will also heI to ensure . ver. e carden does not Im. act on the

safety of local coinmunit environment or surroundin. infrastructure.

Treatments are to be attractive and provide a positive enhancement to the
streetscape. Street tree planting shall be in accordance gjte the adopted Street
Tree Pollcv I. I, MasteF-Plan. Street trees remain the responsibility of the Town
and are therefore, excluded from this policy.

Application
Responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Mayor,
Gaulq-61^Councilors, Council dele ates and Chief Executive Officer. The Chief

Executive Officer (CEO) has the authority to administer the requirements of this
policy. The CEO has on-delegated this authority to the Manager Asset Services.
The Policy is to be reviewed every three years,
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APPENDIX I

PERMISSIBLE VERGE TREATMENT GUIDELINESS
Let's kee our ver es safe waterwise and beautiful!
Introduction

The portion of land between a property boundary and the carriageway or road is referred
to as the verge. Property owners or residents of land abutting the verge may install a
permissible verge treatment

ermissible ver e treatments are described below. The choice of what to do
with our ver e is ours
rovided It meets the Town's re uirements and all ver e
landsca in treatment

Waterwise management practices are encouraged for verge treatments The Water
Co ration in a offer ricentives throu h the Town for residents to achieve Water^/Ise

Ver e Develo merits Further Information can be found at tThe Water Corporation

webpage (WWW watercor oretion coin au) where it showsh^ a ran e of initiatives to
assist residents minimise water usage.
Permissible Verqe Treatments

An owner or DCcu Ier of land which abuts on a ver e in a on that art of the ver e directl
in front of their land Install a ermissible ver e treatment It is the res onsibilit of the
owner or occu Ier to ensure that their ver e treatment Is well maintained.

The ermissible ver e treatments are.
The Iantin and maintenance of a lawn.

2. The Iantin and maintenance of a arden acce table ardens Include native
ardens waterwise ardens edible/ve etable ardens raised arden beds
rovided that:
a. Clear SI ht visibili Is maintained at all times for a erson us In the abuttin
thorou hfare in the vicinit of an Intersection or bend in the
thorou hfare' no Iant exce t rass or a similar round cover Iant
Is to be within 6 metres of an intersection '
b. Low rowin

Iants shall riot exceed 0.75 metres in hei hi

c. Where there is no foot ath a edestrian has a safe and clear access of a
minimum width of 2m alon that art of the ver e immediate I ad acent to the
kerb 2--net^or road ed e and

a, d. Where there is a footpath which is not located at the edge of the road, a safe

and clear minimum access width of 1.0m shall be provided along the verge,
immediately adjacent to the kerb or road edge;

e When developing a verge, consideration should be given to allow space for
mobile garbage bins, bulk waste collection, road side car access, etc.
f Raised arden beds to meet in^the followin re uirements:
. The maximum raised arden bed build structure he I ht is 0.35m above

,-
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natural ground level riot Includin ve etation , remainder of verge to be
at natural ground level (no boxing out allowed);
.

Provide a 0.5m setback and clear access to an other Infrastructure such
as foot aths crossovers ower o1es

utili services and

neighboring property;
ObtainA a recent Dial Before You Di Ians to check for under round
services location
rio r to
works beln

undertaken;

No raised garden bed within 6m of an intersection;

No raised garden beds within 1.5m of existing trees.

The Installation

of acce table materials shall be as follows:

.

Lawn

.

Low plant qround cover:

.

Shrubs that do not restrict SI ht lines

.

Porous Brick avin to a maximum of 30% of the ver e area excludin crossovers
and foot aths which allows for water infiltration'

o

MateFials-t^Construction of a raised arden bed, material shall be made of wood,
with no sharp edqes.

o

Mulch and woodchi s

.

Ve etables and other edible Iants

Ver e Infrastructure Little Libraries & Seatin Is acce table but must be located
on the bounda of the ro e and street ver e near to the letter box
.

Re uire a 0 5m setback from the raised arden beds to an other Infrastructure in
situ on a ver e such as ower o es and In round services

Nori Coin Iiant Ver e Treatments

If a ver e Is considered to OSe a safet hazard does not meet the verge treatment_
uidelines or resident res on SIbili criteria the Town of Bassendean in a ask the ad acent

resident to undertake the remedial works to meet the Towns requirements or resident in a

be requested to remove the ver e arden.
Undue hazards and sha

ob eats such as rocks stakes and star jokets cannot be

placed on the verge.
The Town of Bassendean in a

remove

art of the ver e

ardens for the

u OSe of

,""....
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radin the Towns Infrastructure such as foot ath installation street Ii hts, drainage,

U

The allowed ver. e develo. merit to be in accordance with
..

,,

..
,.

.

.

..
.^

Thoroughfares and Pubffc Places Local Law 20792-0-40.

Acceptable

Conditional requirements

materials

I. Composted mulch or > Street Tree Protection policy requirements are applied to ensure the long-term
health of the tree
chipper mulch material
2 Small
format > To protect the tree roots, all earth works under the tree drip line shall be
Permeable/
Pavers

Porous

in allOn S Stem
4 Grass
L w rowin round
cov r Iants

performed using hand tools

, Verge pavers shall be at least 20 per cent porous
, SI rin water on ver e shall be inaria ed on site

, Ver e avers and raised garden bed shall not be laid within metres from base
of exist In Ire trunk

, A minimum f 1.5 metre radius sire I tree I n In ba s shall be rovided for

.".~

".
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6 Edibl

Iants

M ten
als to onstru I raised

qarden bed

jutur street tree s at
2.4m to 3 0m ali rimentfrom property boundarv or
existIna street trees allanment
, No morelhan one Ih to of the ver e shall be aved excludin Ihecrossove
, Mulch or avin once Irisia led shall not b hi her than the ad a ent k to I ne
foot ath or rossover

, Pavin shall tolerate I mited vehi re IrafFc
, Ra sed arden beds to be under a 5m hi h to Tovide O in setback from
foot aths rossovers street trees wer o1es and other Infrastructure
, Below around Irriaation DoD o sorinklers
, D not In Iude Iants that in a reasonabl be consider d I OSe a hazard I
eo Ie su h as Iants that are o1sonous o with thorns

."".,..
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Reason

Examples of Nori Acceptable
materials
I Frongible objects such
as mounds, rocks4.2. Fences
buntin s
SI nS
stakes
star Ickets
fountains
and

barriers^^IIS
2.3. Loose
such as

Frongible objects may be considered unsafe, cause damage or be used to
cause damage

Loose objects impact upon pedestrian safety
Concrete & bitumen have poor water permeability and contribute to storm water
flow

Synthetic turf may reduce soil health and contrlbute to the urban heat island
effect by absorbing sunlight and emitting heat

objects
gravel or

aggregate
In-situ
concrete
concrete,
slabs, and bitumen
4.5. Artificial turf
3.4.

Irri ation & Plantin re uirements

Irrigation of the verge is an acceptable material, with the following condition:
Gate value(s) I solenoid value(s) are located on private property
Installation of retractable sprinkler heads, level with verge surface
Irrigation system designed to ensure that the water is riot distributed onto
paved surfaces or neiqhborinq propertv.

Irrigation is applied in accordance to Waterwise for WA water roster requirements
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What the Town encouraqes

. Take into consideration how our ver e makeover will in rove biodiversit water us a e
aesthetics food roduct!on and minimize the need for fertilizer use and other chemicals
and

. Discuss our Ians with our nei hbors before ou undertake our ver e makeover to
ensure that it will not adversel Im act on them.

Local native Iants will enerall need to be watered for the first two summers until
established. Some non-native Iant s ecies whilst 'waterwise should be avoided as there Is
the otential for seed dis ersal Into natural areas For this reason local natives are referred.
. Promote a well-desi ned ver e develo merit that is consistent with the Water
Co oretions "Waterwise Ver e Best Practice Guidelines". Waterwise ver es heI in
maximisin water efficienc a safe environment assist visual aesthetics and thus

increase ro ert ricin creatin a cool effect counteractin "Heat Island Effect"
increase thermal errormance of houses and rovide ecolo ical benefits habitat and
biodiversit

Below is an example of typical verge landscaping:
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E
Street Tree

L
E
A

Mixed Ion plantings

T

I' ::^::';^,^^ h^'co

o
N

Crossover

1<-.- re .^^ co", ^^on^^^ ,_.,
a

\7'.

P
L
A

Gamer, A1co

QOS^

N

Road

Im oitant Information

Please refer to the Council adopted Verge Treatment Policy, Verqe
Maintenance Policy, Street Tree Protectioned Policy and Crossover Policy
are available for viewing on the Town of Bassendean webpage at:
WWW. bassendean. wa, gov, au/information & feedback/policies.

Before the owner/occupier of the lot abutting a verge or contractors start to dig,
plough, excavate or undertake any sub-surface activity, contact the "Dial Before
You Dig" service on telephone I I 00 to access indicative plans I Information
for under round services i es and cables. Failure to take

steps to avoid underground services damage, may leave you liable for costs
incurred in the event of infrastructure damage.
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THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PIACES
LOCAL LAW 2019

Local Government Act I 995

TOWN OF BASSENDEAN HOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES LOCAL LAW 2019

Local Government Act 1995

Town of Basse, ,dean

THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC
PLACES LOCAL LAW 2019

Under the powers conferred by the Local Government flat 1995 and under all other
powers enabling it, the Council of the Town of Bassendean resolved on the 23rd
XXXX to adopt the following local law.
FART I - PRELIMINARY
1.1 Citation

This local law may be cited as the Town of Basse"dean
7110ro, , h ores grid PMbfrc
Places Loonl Law 2019.
1.2 Definitions

In this local law unless the context otherwise requires "Act" means the Local Government 11ct 1995;

"applicant" means a person who applies for a permit;
"authorised person" means a person authorised by the local governrrient under section
9.10 of the Act to pertorrn any of the functions of an authorised person under this local
law;

"built-up area" has the meaning given to it in the Road Trqffic Code 2000;
"bulk rubbish" means bulk o0ds enerated from residential dwellin s. as a roved b
the local ovemment not includin mattresses hid es or freezers.

Page 2 of 40
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"bulk rubbish container" means a bin or container designed or used for holding a
substantial quantity of rubbish and which is unlikely to be lifted without mechanical
assistance, but does not include a bin or container used in connection with the local

government's regular domestic rubbish or recycling collection service;
''earriageway" has the meaning given to it in the Road Trq@'ic Code 2000;
"CEO" means the Chief Executive Officer of the local goverrrrnent;
"commencement day" means the day on which this local law comes into operation;
"Council" means the council of the local government;
"crossing" means a crossing giving access from a public thorouglifare to
(a) private land; or
(b) a private thorouglifare serving private land;
"district" means the disttict of the local government;
"footpath" has the meaning given to it in the Road Trqfi'IC Code 2000;
"garden" means any part of a thorouglifare planted, developed or treated, otherwise than
as a lawn, with one or more plants;
" reen waste" Ineans ve etative material as a

roved b the local ovemment.

"intersection" has the meaning given to it in the ROQd 71qffic Code 2000;
"kerb" includes the edge of a carriageway;
"lawn" means any part of a thorouglifare which
(a) is planted, by any person, only with erass, or with a similar plant; or
(b) is planted, by the local government, with any other plant;
"liquor" has the meaning given to it in section 3 of the Liquor Control, 4ct 1988;
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"local government" means the Town of Bassendean;
"local government property" means anything except a thorouglifare
{a) which belongs to the local goverirrnent;
(b)

of which the local goveiiuiient is the management body under the Land
Administration ^or 1997; or

(c) which is an 'otherwise unvested facility' within section 3.53 of the Act;
"10t' has the meaning given to it in the Pm"ming and Development net 2005;
"owner" or "occi, pier" in relation to land does not include the local goveiT"nent;
"nuisance" means an activit thin

condition circumstance or state of affairs caused or

contributed to b a rson which a

is in 'unous or dan erous to the health or safet of another eTson of normal
susce tibili ' or

which has a disturbin effect on the state of reasonable h siCal mental or
social well-bein of another TSOn.

"perm^ssible ver^e treatment" means a treatment described in clause 2.7(2), and
includes any reticulation pipes and sprinklers installed for the purposes of the treatment;
"perm^t" means a permit issued under this local law;
"perlntt holder" means a person who holds a valid pennit;
"person" does not include the local govermnent;
"prenitses" for the purpose of the definition of ''public place"
, means a building or similar structure, but does not include a carpark or a
similar place;
"public place" includes any thorougl:Ifare or place which the public are allowed to use,
whether or not the thorouglifare or place is on private property, but does not include
Page 4 of 40
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(a) premises on private property from which trading is lawfulIy conducted under
a written law; and

(b) local govemment property;
"reg, ,letieasRegulatioms" mean the Local Government (F'!,,, ctions and Genera!)
Regulations 1996;
"sign" includes a notice, flag, mark, structure or device on which may be shown words,
numbers, expressions or symbols;

"thoroughfare" has the meaning given to it in the Act, but does not include a private
thorouglifare which is not under the management or control of the local goveiiuiient;

"vehicle" includes

(a)

every conveyance and every object capable of being propelled or drawn on
wheels, tracks or otherwise; and

(b)

an animal being ridden or driven,

but excludes

(a) a wheel-chair or any device designed for use by a physically impaired person
on a footpath; and
(b) a pram, a stroller or a similar device; and
"verge" means that part of a thorouglifare between the carriageway and the land which
abuts the thorouglifare, but does not include any footpath.
Page 5 of 40
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1.3 Application
This local law applies tlirougliout the disttict.
1.4 Repeal

(1) The Town of Basse"dean Itctiv, 'it^s on rhorot, g^fares and Trading in
rhoro, ,g^fares grid Public Places Local Low 2010 published in the Government
Gazette on 7 June 201 I is re eated.

Where a policy was made or adopted by the local government under or in relation
to a local law repealed by this local law, then the policy is to be taken to no longer
have any effect on and from the commencement day.
The Council may resolve that notwithstanding subclause (2) specified policies
continue, or are to be taken to have continued, to have effect on and from the

commencement day.
PART 2 - ACTIVITIES ON THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES
Divisio" I - Gemer"!

2.1 General prohibitions
A person must not

(a) plant any plant except grass which exceeds or in a exceed 0.75m in hei ht
within 6m of an intersection;

(b) damage a lawn or a garden or remove any plant or part of a plant from a lawn
or a garden in a thorouglifare or public place unless
(i) the person is the owner or the occupier of the lot abutting that portion of
the thoroughfare and the lawn or the garden or the particular plant has
not been installed or planted by the local goverrrrnent; or
(ii) the person is acting under the authority of a written law;
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Iant an

C

Iant

exce t

ass or a

ound cover

Iant

on a

thorou hfare

i within 2m of the cama ewa where there is not a foot ath. or
ii within Im of a cama ewa where there is a foo ath which is not
located immediateI ad'acent to the kerb.

place, or allow to be placed or remain, on a thorougl'Ifare or verge any thing
(except water) that

(i) obstructs the thorouglifare or verge unless as TIT of a eiTnissible
VCr re Ileati, lent ; Or

(ii) results in a hazard for any person using the thoroughfare or verge;
unless at the direction of the local government, damage, remove
or interfere with any sigipost, direction plate, guidepost, notice, shelter, shed,
fence or any structure erected on a thorouglifare by the local government or a
person acting under the authority of a written law;
play or participate in any game or sport so as to cause danger to
any person or thing or impede the movement of vehicles or persons on a
thorouglifare;
h

{t)

within a mall, arcade or veranda of a shopping centre, ride any
skateboard, rollerblades, bicycles, scooters or similar device; or

{g)

remove or kill by felling, poison or any other means a tree on a
verge area or thorouglifare or verge unless the person is
(i) acting under authority of a pennit issued by the local goveiiuiient; or
(ii) a local government employee or contractor engaged by the local
goveLiu, lent to undertake work in relation to a particular tree or trees on
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thorouglifares in the district or on local government property generally;
or

(iii) acting under authority of a written law
2.2

Activities allowed with a permntt - general

(1)

A person shall not, without a pennit
(a) dig or otherwise create a trench througli or under a kerb or footpath;
nless as art of a Grinissible ver e

112L

treatment under this local law throw lace or de OSit an thin on a ver e

except for!
!!L. removal by the local govermnent under a bulk rubbish collection,
Gen waste collection or other waste service and then only during
the period of time advertised in connection with that collection by
the local goverirrnent;
it a delive of mulch sand or similar roduct and then onI for a
eriod of 7 da s unless otherwise directed b an authorised erson

{b)191cause any obstruction to a vehicle or a person using a thorouglifare as a
thorouglifare;
{e)I^ICause any obstruction to a water channel or a water course in a thorouglifare;
(4)t^Ithrow, place or drain offensive, noxious or dangerous fluid onto a
thorouglifare;

(e)to_damage a thoroughf;ITe, kerb, ^>F footpath structure si or similar thin
erected on a thorou fare;

{I^L!;)_Iiglit any fire or burn any thing on a thorouglifare
,

{g)11/1fell any tree onto a thorouglifare;
{I+)ILLunless installing, or in order to maintain, a permissible verge treatment
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lay pipes under or provide taps on any verge; or
place or install any thing on any part of a thorouglifare, including
gi'avel, stone, flagstone, cement, concrete slabs, blocks, bricks,
pebbles, plastic sheeting, kerbing,
bark or sawdust;
O) provide, erect, install or use in or on any building, structure or land abutting
on a thorouglif^ITe any hoist or other thing for use over the thorouglifare;
(k) on a public place use anything or do anything so as to create a nuisance;
(1) place or cause to be placed on a thorouglifare a bulk rubbish container,
scaffoldin ortable toilets or other materials associated with a buildin site

or To ert ad 'oinin the thorou hfare;

(in) interfere with the soil of, or anything in a thoroughfare or take anything from
a thoroughfare;

(n) prune or lop a tree on a verge or in a thorouglifare unless that person is
(i) a local government employee or contractor engaged by the local
government to undertake work in relation to a particular tree or trees on
thorougl'Ifares in the district or on local government property generally;
or

;the owner occu ier of tlie
lot ad'acent to tlie ver e WITere a fruit tree 11as been Ianted ,and is bein
maintained as art of a Gunissible ver e treatment
; or

actin under authorit of a written law.

Lg:), plant or sow any seeds in a thoroughfare unless installin or in order to
maintain a ennissible ver e treatment;
use the local ovemments' electricit in a thorou hfare or ublic lace

19.1 clear or maintain in a cleared state, the surface of a thorouglifare within I in of
that person's land; or
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construct a firebreak on a thorouglifare.
(2)

The local government may exempt a person from compliance with subclause (1) on
the application of that person.

2.3

No possession and consumption of liquor on thoroughfare

(1)

A person shall not consume any liquor or have in her or his possession or under her
or his control any liquor on a thorouglifare unless
(a) that is pennitted under the Liquor Control net 1988 or under another written
law; or

(b) the person is doing so in accordance with a pennit;
(2)

Subclause (1) does not apply where the liquor is in a sealed container.
Dirtsi0" 2 - rehicle Crossings

2.4

Temporary Crossings

(1)

Where it is likely that works on a lot will involve vehicles leaving a thorouglifare
and entering the lot, the person responsible for the works must obtain a pennit for
the construction of a temporary crossing to protect the existing carriageway, kerb,
drains and footpath, where
(a) a crossing does not exist; or
(b) a crossing does exist, but the nature of the vehicles and their loads is such that
they are likely to cause damage to the crossing.

(2)

The "person responsible for the works" in subclause (1) is to be taken to be
(a) the builder named on the buildin liee^PCIniit issued under the I:-f*^
Blinding! ., IC-/ 2ui/

has been issued in relation to the works; or
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the registered proprietor of the lot, if no building

has been

issued under the 1311/1(fillt! I c! , I
in relation to the works.
)

If the local government approves an application for a pennit for the purpose of
subclause (1), the peruiit is taken to be issued on the condition that until such time
as the temporary crossing is removed, the pennit holder shall keep the temporary
crossing in good repair and in such a condition so as not to create any danger or
obstruction to persons using the thorouglifare.
2.5

Removal of redundant crossing

(1)

Where works on a lot will result in a crossing no longer giving access to a lot, the
crossing is to be removed and the kerb, drain, footpath, verge and any other part of
the thorouglifare affected by the removal are to be reinstated to the satisfaction of
the local government.
The local government may give written notice to the owner or occupier of a lot
requiring her or him to
(a)

remove any part of or all of a crossing which does not give access to the lot
and

(b) reinstate the kerb, drain, footpath, verge and any other part of the
thoroughfare, which may be affected by the removal,
within the period of time stated in the notice, and the owner or occupier of the lot
shall comply with that notice.
Divisi0" 3 - Verge Treat, "e, ,ts
2.6

Interpretatiom

In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires
"acceptable material" means any material which will create a hard surface or built
structure and which a ears on a list of acce table materials maintained b the local
govemnient,
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2.7

Fernitssible verge treatments

(1)

An owner or occupier of land, which abuts on a verge, may on that part of the verge
directly in front of her or his land-Drivate Drooertv install a permissible verge
treatment.

(2)

The permissible verge treatments
are

(a)

the planting and maintenance of a lawn;

(b)

the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that
(i) clear signt visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the
abutting thorouglifare in the vicinity of an intersection or bend in the
thorouglifare or using a driveway on land adjacent to the thoroughfare
for access to or from the thorouglifare;
where there is no footpath, a pedestrian has safe and clear access of a
minimum width of 2m along that part of the verge immediately adjacent
to the kerb.

.

r

where there is a foot at 11 wliich is not localcd at Ile ed re of the
road a safe and clear minim 11/1 acccss widtli of I. 01n shall be Tovided
alon tlie ver e 'In mediateI ad'acent to I Ie ke b or 'oad ed re'

tnn(iv)

it does not include a wall or built structure consti. ucted of

acce table material that exceeds 0.35m in hei ht with less than 151n

etback froiii treet trees. and witli less tliaii 0.5m setback and clear
access to an other infrastructure such as foot aths crossovers street
tree^ wer o1es or under ound services. :^I^11<1 and

{i\")(v) it is not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature; OF
themstallation of an acceptable material;^r
the installation of an acceptable material or other verge treatment in
accordance with paragi. aph (c), and the planting and maintenance of either a
lawn or a garden on the balance of the verge in accordance with paragraph (a)
or (b)
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(d} e TITe Installation of a Watei'\\ ise \ er re treatllieni Inat Is consistent to 111e Write I'
Coi oratioiis "Waterwise VCr re BCsi PIactice Guidelines"
2.8

Only perlimssible verge treatments to be insta"ed

(1)

A person shall not install or maintain a verge treatment that is not a permissible
verge treatment.

(2)

The owner and occupier of the lot abutting a verge treatment referred to in
subclause ( I ) are each to be taken to have installed and maintained that verge
local law.
treatment for the purposes of this

2.9 0b"gatio, Is of owner or occ"pier
An owner or occupier who installs or maintains a pennissible verge treatment must
(a) keep the permissible verge treatment in a good and tidy condition and ensure,
where the verge treatment is a garden or lawn, that a footpath on the verge
and a carriageway adjoining the verge is not obstructed by the verge
treatment;

ensure the verge treatment does not cause a signt distance obstruction to any
person using a footpath on the verge or a cadageway or crossing adjoining
the verge or in proximity to it;
(c)

not place any obstruction on or around the verge treatment;

(d)

not disturb a footpath on the verge;

(e)

ensure that the verge treatment does not damage or obstruct a drain, manhole,
gully, inspection pit, channel, kerb, or tree planted by the local govenrrnent;
and

(f)

ensure that any sprinklers or pipes installed to irrigate a verge treatment
(i)

do not protrude above the level of the lawn when not in use;

(ii)

are not used at such times so as to cause unreasonable inconvenience to

pedestrians or other persons; and
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(iii) do not otherwise present a hazard to pedestrians or other persons,
2.10 Notice to owner or occ"pier

,

,

I Ifin the o inion of an authorised erson a ver e treatment OSes a safet hazard or
does not coin I with this local law the local ovemment in a re uire the owner or
occu jet of the rivate ro ert which abuts the ver e to undertake work to meet
the re uirements or to remove the ver e treatment.

2 An authorised erson Ina 've a notice in writin to the owner or occu ier of a lot
abuttin on a ver e to make o0d within the time s ecified in the notice an
breach of a rovision of this Division,

2.11 Transitional provision
(1) In this clause

66former provisions" means one or more of the provisions on a repealed local law
which pemiitted certain types of verge treatments; and
"repealed local law" means the local law that is repealed by clause 1.4. without the
consent of the local government.
(2) A verge treatment which
(a) was installed prior to the commencement day; and
(b) on the commencement day is a type of verge treatment which was pennitted
under and complied with the former provisions, is to be taken to be a
permissible verge treatment for so long as the verge treatment remains of the
same type and continues to comply with the fonner provisions.
2.12 Power to carry out public works on verge
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Where the local government or an authority empowered to do so under a written law
disturbs a verge, the local government or the authority
(a) is not liable to compensate any person for that disturbance;
(b)

may backfill with sand, if necessary, any garden or lawn; and

(c)

is not liable to replace or restore any
(i) verge treatment and, in particular, any plant or any acceptable material
or other hard surface; or

(ii)

sprinklers, pipes or other Teticulation equipment.
Division 4 - Property N"", bers

2.13 Interpretation

In this Division, unless the context requires otherwise "number" means a number of a lot with or without an alphabetical suffix indicating the
address of the lot by ref^rence to a thorouglifare.
.14 Assignment of numbers

The local government may assign a number to a lot in the district and may assign another
number to the lot instead of that previously assigied.
Divisi0" 5 - re, ,ding
2.15 F"blic place - clause 4(I) of Division I, Schedule 3.1 of Act
Each of the following places are specified as a public place for the purpose of item 4(
Division I of Schedule 3.1 of the Act

(a)

a public place, as that term is defined in clause 1.2; and

(b)

local government property.
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Dirtsi0" 6 - Sjg"s Erected by the Loc"I Gover"", e"t
2.16 Signs
(1) A local government may erect a sign on a public place specifying any conditions of
use which apply to that place.
(2)

A person shall comply with a sign erected under subclause ( I),

(3)

A condition of use specified on a sign erected under subclause (1) is to be for the
purpose of giving notice of the effect of a provision of this local law.

2.17 Transitional

Where a sign erected on a public place has been erected under a local law of the local
government repealed by this local law, then on and from the commencement day, it is to
be taken to be a sign erected under clause 2.16 if
(a)

the sign specifies a condition of use relating to the public place which gives
notice of the effect of a provision of this local law; and

(b)

the condition of use specified is not inconsistent with any provision of this
local law.

Divisi0" 7 - Driving o" a Closed rhoro, ,gfof"re
.18 No driving on closed thoroughfare
(1)

In this clause

"closed thoroughfare" means a thorouglifare wholly or partially closed under
section 3.50 or 3.50A of the Act.

(2)

A person shall not drive or take a vehicle on a closed thorouglifare unless
(a) that is in accordance with any limits or exceptions specified in the order made
under section 3.50 of the Act; or
(b)

the person has first obtained a permit.
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PART 3 - ADVERTISING SIGNS ON THOROUGHFARES

Divisio" I - Pre!jini"", y
3.1 Interpretation
In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires
"advertising sign" means a sign used for the purpose of advertising a business,
organisation, person, service, product or event and includes an "election sign";
"direction sign" means a sign used to provide direction to another place where an activity
or event is taking place, but does not include any such sign erected or affixed by the local
government or the Commissioner of Main Roads;

"in frequent or occasional" means a one off or annual occurrence; and
"portable sign" means a portable free standing advertising sign or direction sign which is
not placed on or affixed to any natural feature, including a rock or tree, or on any
structure located within a thoroughfare.
Divisi0" 2 - Permit
3.2

Portable advertising signs and portable direction signs

(1)

A person shall not
(a) erect or place an advertising sign or direction sign on any part of a
thorouglifare without the prior approval of the local goverirrnent; and
(b) place a sign of any other description on any part of a thorouglifare,

(2)

Notwithstanding subclause (1), a permit is not required in respect of a portable
direction sign which complies with the following_

(a) the sign does not exceeds Soonun in heiglit or 0.5m' in area;
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the sign is placed on a thorouglifare on an in frequent or occasional basis only
to direct attention to a place where an activity or event is occurring, during the
hours of that activity or event;
(c) the number of portable direction signs providing direction to the place where
the activity or event is occurring shall not exceed four in total;
(d) the sign shall use symbols and lettering of a sufficient size so as to be clearly
legible when observed from a distance;
(6) the content of the sign shall be limited to advertising an activity or event and
providing direction to its location;
(f) the sign shall only be placed for the duration of the activity or event to which
the sign relates;
(g) the sign shall be secured while placed so as to not become a hazard,
particularly when subject to wind loads;
(h) the sign shall not be placed on a footpath;
(i) the sign shall not be placed within Im of a vehicle carriageway and a
carriageway will be deemed to include a parking bay; and
O) the sign shall not be placed in any other location where, in the opinion of the
local government, the sign is likely to obstruct sight lines along a
thorouglifare or cause danger to any person using the thorouglifare.
(3)

Notwithstanding subclause (1), a peruiit is not required in respect of a portable
advertising sign which complies with the following_

(a) the sign does not exceed I in in heiglit or I in' in area;
(b) the sign shall use symbols and lettering of a sufficient size so as to be clearly
legible when observed from a distance;
(c) the content of the sign shall be limited to advertising a business, organisation,
person, service, product or event;
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the sign shall be the only portable advertising sign serving the building,
property or business to which the sign relates (one sign per
business/property/building);
(e)

the sign shall only be placed during the business hours to which the sign
relates;

(t)

the sign shall be secured while placed so as to not become a hazard,
particularly when subject to wind loads;

(g)

the sign shall, in all instances, be located directly adjacent to the building,
property or business to which the sigi relates;

(h)

the sign shall not be placed on a footpath;

(i)

not withstanding subclause (3)(h), the sign may be placed on a footpath if the
verge adjoining the building, property or business to which the sign relates
consists only of a footpath. In this instance the sign must be;
(i) located within a trading zone or alftesco dining zone if one has been
approved for the subject property; or
(Ii) where a trading zone or alftesco dining zone has not been approved for
the subject property the sign must be placed such that it abuts the
property's front boundary; and
the placement of a sign on a footpath must not reduce the footpaths
effective width for use by pedestrians to a distance less than 1.8m.

in

the sign shall not be placed within Im of a vehicle carriageway and a
carriageway will be deemed to include a parking bay;

(k)

the sign shall not be placed in any other location where, in the opinion of the
local government, the sign is likely to obstruct signt lines along a
thorouglifare or cause danger to any person using the thorouglifare; and
the sign owner must maintain public liability insurance cover to a level agi. eed
to by the local govenmient. A copy of the insurance must be provided to the
Town on an armual basis, or such other time as required by the Town, as
evidence that the insurance cover has been renewed.
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3.3

General Discretion

(1)

Notwithstanding other sections in this local law, the local overrunent in a Install or
consent to the placement of a sign that does not comply with a requirement or
standard of this local law.

In datenninin whether to Install or ant its a Toval to the lacement of an si

the local government may consider, in addition to any other matter, whether the
placement of the sign would have an adverse affect on
(a) the safe or convenient use of any land; or
(b) the safety or convenience of any person.

PART 4 - OBSTRUCTING ANIMALS, VEHICLES OR SHOPPING TROLLEYS
Divisi@" I - 11"jinc!s cmd Vehicles
4.1

Leaving an animal or vehicle in a public place or on local government
property

(1)

A person shall not leave an animal or a vehide, or any part of a vehicle, in a public
place or on local government property so that it obstructs the use of any part of that
public place or local government property, unless that person has first obtained a
pennit or is authorised to do so under a written law.

(2)

Subject to any other local law, a person does not contravene subclause ( I ) where
the animal is secured or tethered for a period not exceeding I hour,

(3)

Subject to any other local law, a person will not contravene subclause (1) where the
vehicle is left for a period not exceeding 24 hours'

4.2

Prohibitions relating to animals

(1)

In subclause (2), "owner" in relation to an animal includes
(a) an owner of the animal;
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(b) a person who has the animal in his or her possession or under his or her
control; and

(c) the occupier of any premises where the animal is ordinarily kept or ordinarily
permitted to live.
(2)

An owner of an animal shall not

(a) allow the animal to enter or remain for any time on any thorouglifare except
for the use of the thoroughfare as a thorouglifare and unless it is led, ridden or
driven;

(b) allow the animal which has a contagious or infoctious disease to be led,
ridden or driven in a public place;
(c) train or race the animal on a thorouglifare; or
(d) subject to subclause (4), allow the animal to defecate on a thorouglifare.
An owner of a horse shall not lead, ride or drive a horse on a thorouglifare in a
built-up area, unless that person does so under a pennit or under the authority of a
written law.

(4)

An owner of an animal does not commit an offence if the defecation is immediately
removed,

4.3 Removal of vehicle or animal

An authorised person may impound an animal or vehicle left in contravention of clause
4.1
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Dirtsi0" 2 - Shopping Trolleys
4.4 Interpretation
In this Division

"retailer" means a proprietor of a shop in respect of which shopping trolleys are provided
for the use of customers of the shop; and
''Shoppirig trolley" means a wheeled container or receptacle supplied by a retailer to
enable a person to transport goods.
4.5 Shopping tro"ey to be marked
A retailer shall clearly mark its name or its trading name on any shopping trolley made
available for the use of customers.

4.6 Person not to leave tro"ey ill public place
A person shall not leave a shopping trolley in a public place or on local government
property other than in an area set aside for the storage of shopping trolleys.
4.7 Retailer to remove abandoned tro"ey
(1) If a shopping trolley is found in a public place or on local goveiiuiient property,
other than in an area set aside for the storage of shopping trolleys, the local
government may advise (verbally or in writing) a retailer whose name is marked on
the trolley of the location of the shopping trolley.
(2) A retailer shall remove a shopping trolley within 24 hours of being so advised under
subclause (I ),
4.8 Retailer takem to own trolley

In the absence of any proof to the contrary, a shopping trolley is to be taken to belong to a
retailer whose name is marked on the trolley,
4.9 Impounding of abandoned trolley
All authorised person may impound a shopping trolley that isPage 22 of 40
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(a)

left on a thorouglifare, verge or local government property that is not marked
in accordance with clause 4.5; or

(b)

not removed by a retailer after having been so advised under clause 4.7(2).

PART 5 - TRADING IN THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES
Dirtsio" I - Stallholders a, ,of Tr"ders

5.1 Interpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires
"public place" includes

(a) any thorougl'Ifare or place which the public are allowed to use whether or not
the thorougl:Ifare or place is on private property; and
(b) local government property, but does not include premises on private property
from which trading is lawful Iy conducted under a written law.
"stall" means a movable or temporarily fixed structure, stand, table or vehicle in, on or
from which goods or services are sold, hired or offered for sale or hire;
"stainholder" means a person in charge of a stall;
"stainholder's permint" means a pennit issued to a stallholder;
"trader" means a person who carries on trading;
"trader's permtit" means a pennit issued to a trader; and
"trading" includes
(a) the selling or hiring of; the offering for sale or hire of or the soliciting of
orders for goods or services in a public place;
(b) displaying goods in any public place for the purpose of
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(i) offering them for sale or hire;
(ii) inviting offers for their sale or hire;
(iii) soliciting orders for them; or
(iv) carrying out any other transaction in relation to them.
5.2 Stallholder's perm"t
A person shall not conduct a stall on a public place unless that person is
(a) the holder of a valid stallholder's permit; or
(b) an assistant specified in a valid stallholder's permit.
5.3 Trader's permit
A person shall not carry on trading unless that person is
(a) the holder of a valid trader's permit; or
(b) an assistant specified in a valid trader's pennit.
5.4 No perlimt required to se" newspaper
Despite any other provision of this local law, a person who sells, or offers for sale, a
newspaper is not required to obtain a pennit.
5.5

Conduct of stallholders and traders

(1)

A stallholder while conducting a stall or a trader while trading, must
(a) display her or his pennit in a conspicuous place on the stall, vehicle or
temporary structure or, if there is no stall, vehicle or temporary structure,
carry the permit with him or her while conducting a stall or trading;
(b) not display a permit unless it is a valid pennit; and
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when selling goods by weiglit, carry and use for that purpose, scales tested
and certified in accordance with the provisions of the Trade Measurement
,4dmi"istr@tion, 4ci2006.

(2)

A stallholder or trader must not

(a)

deposit or store any thing or any part of a thorouglifare so as to obstruct the
movement of pedestrians or vehicles;

(b)

act in an offensive manner; or

(c)

use or cause to be used any apparatus or device, including any flap or shelf,
whereby the dimensions of a stall, vehicle or structure are increased beyond
those specified in the pennit.
Dii, isi0" 2 - Street e"tert"i, ,ers

5.6 Interpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires
"perform" includes to play a musical instrument, sing, mime, dance, give an acrobatic or
aerobic display or entertain, but does not include public speaking;
"perm^t" means a permitissued for the purpose of clause 5.7;
"permittted area" means the area or areas, specified in a permit, in which the pennit
holder may perfonn; and
"permintted time" means the time or times, specified in a peruiit, during which the pennit
holder may perfonn.
5.7 Fern"t required to perform
A person shall not pertbnn in a public place without a permit.
5.8 Variation of perm^tted area amd permittted time
(1) The local government may by notice in writing to a permit holder vary
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(a)

the pennitted area;

(b)

the permitted time; or

(c) both the permitted area and the permitted time,
shown on a pennit.
(2)

The local goveLiuiient may direct a permit holder to move from one pennitted area
to another permitted area, if more than one area is specified in a pennit.

5.9

Duration of perm^t

A permit is valid for a period of 3 months after the date on which it is issued unless it is
sooner cancelled under this local law.

5.10 Cancellation of perm^t
The local govenunent may cancel a pennit, if in the opinion of an authorised person
(a) the volume of sound caused by the permit holder in connection with the
perfonnance adversely affects the enjoyment, convenience or comfort of other
persons in a public place; or
(b) the performance otherwise constitutes a nuisance.
Divisi0" 3 - 0"tdoor ECti"g FCCi!ittes o" P"b!it Pfcces
5.11 Interpretation
In this Division

"facility" means an outdoor eating facility or establishment on any part of a public place,
but does not include such a facility or establishment on private land;
"permint holder" means the person to whom a pemiit has been issued for the purpose of
dause 5.12; and

"pub"c place" has the meaning given to it in clause 5.1.
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5.12 Perm"t required to conduct facility
A person shall not establish or conduct a facility without a pennit.
5.13 Removal of facmity unlawfuMy conducted
Where a facility is conducted without a permit, or in contravention of a condition of a
pennit, any tables, chairs, umbrellas or other equipment may be removed by an authorised
person and impounded in accordance with the Act.
.14 Temporary removal of facility may be requested

I) The permit holder for a facility is to temporarily remove the facility when requested
to do so on reasonable grounds by an authorised person or a member of the Police
Service or an emergency service.
The permit holder may replace the facility removed under subclause (1) as soon as
the person who directed her or him to remove it allows it to be replaced.
PART 6 - PERMITS

Dii, isto" I - Applying for a permit
6.1

Application for perlntt

(1)

Where a person is required to obtain a permit under this local law, that person must
apply for the pemiit in accordance with subclause (2).

(2)

An application for a permit under this local law must
(a) be in the fbnn determined by the local government;
(b) be sigied by the applicant;
(c) provide the information required by the form;
(d) contain other information required, for that particular type of pennit, under
this local law; and
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be fonvarded to the CEO together with any fee imposed and determined by
the local government under and in accordance with sections 6.16 to 6.19 of
the Act.

(3)

The local government may require an applicant to provide additional information

reasonably related to an application before datennining an application for a permit,
(4)

The local government may require an applicant to give local public notice of the
application for a pennit.

(5)

The local government may refuse to consider an application for a permit which is
not in accordance with subclause (2).

6.2

Decision o. 1 application for perlimt

(1)

The local goveiiuiient may

(a) approve an application for a permit unconditionally or subject to any
conditions; or

(b) refuse to approve an application for a peruiit.
(2)

If the local government approves an application for a permit, it is to issue to the
applicant a pennit in the fomi determined by the local government.

(3)

If the local government refuses to approve an application for a permit, it is to give
whiten notice of that refusal to the applicant.

(4)

Where a clause of this local law refers to conditions which may be imposed on a
permit or which are to be taken to be imposed on a permit, the clause does not limit

the power of the local govenmient to impose other conditions on the peruiit under
subclause (1)(a).

Where a clause of this local law refers to the gi. ounds on which an application for a
peruiit may be or is to be refused, the clause does not limit the power of the local
government to refuse the application for a permit on other grounds under subclause
( I )(b).
6.3

6.3 Relevant considerations in deterrimni, ,g application for permtit
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(1)

In determining an application for a peruiit, the local government is to have regard
to-

(a)

any relevant policy of the local govennnent;

(b)

the desirability of the proposed activity;

(c)

the location of the proposed activity; and

(d)

such other matters as the local government may consider to be relevant in the
circumstances of the case.

(2)

The local goveiiuiient may refuse to approve an application for a permit on any one
or more of the following gounds
(a)

that the applicant has committed a breach of any provision of this local law or

of any written law relevant to the activity in respect of which the permit is
souglit;
(b)
(c)

that the applicant is not a desirable or suitable person to hold a pennit; or
such other grounds as the local government may consider to be relevant in the
circumstances of the case.
Dirtsi0, , 2 - Coinditio"s

6.4 Conditions which may be imposed o11 a perm^t

The local govenunent may approve an application for a pemiit subject to conditions
relating to
(a) the payment of a fee;
(b) the duration and commencement of the pennit;

(c) the commencement of the pennit being contingent on the happening of an
event;
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(d) the rectification, remedying or restoration of a situation or circumstance
reasonably related to the application;

(e) the approval of another application for a pemiit which may be required by the
local government under any written law;

(f) the area of the district to which the pennit applies;
(g) where a permit is issued for an activity which will or may cause damage to a
public place, the payment of a deposit or bond against such damage;
(h) the obtaining of public risk insurance in an amount and on terms reasonably
required by the local government; and
(i) the provision of an indemnity from the pennit holder indemnifying the local

government in respect of any injury to any person or any damage to any
property which may occur in connection with the use of the public place by
the peruiit holder.
6.5

Imposing conditions under a policy

(1)

In this clause

"policy" means a policy of the local government adopted by the Council containing

conditions subject to which an application for a pennit may be approved under
clause 6.2(I )(a).
(2)

Under clause 6.2(I)(a) the local govenunent may approve an application subject to
conditions by reference to a policy.

(3)

The local government is to give a copy of the policy, or the part of the policy which
is relevant to the application for a permit, with the fonn of permit referred to in
clause 6.2{2).

An application for a permit is to be taken not to have been approved subject to the
conditions contained in a policy until the local goveiiu, lent gives the pennit holder

a copy of the policy or the part of the policy which is relevant to the application.
Sections 5.94 and 5.95 of the Act shall apply to a policy and for that purpose a
policy is to be taken to be infonnation within section 5.94(u)(i) of the Act.
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6.6

Compliance with and variation of conditions

(1)

Where an application for a permit has been approved subject to conditions, or
where a permit is to be taken to be subject to conditions under this local law, the
permit holder shall comply with each of those conditions.

(2)

The local government may vary the conditions of a pennit, and the permit holder
shall comply with those conditions as varied.
Dit, isto, , 3 - Gemer"!

6.7 Duration of perlntt
A pennit is valid for one year from the date on which it is issued, unless it is
(a) otherwise stated in this local law or in the permit; or
(b) cancelled under clause 6.1 I .

6.8 Renewal of perlntt

(1) A pennit holder may apply to the local goverirrnent in writing prior to expiry of a
pennit for the renewal of the permit.
(2) The provisions of
(a) this Part; and

(b) any other provision of this local law relevant to the permit which is to be
renewed,

apply, with appropriate modifications to an application for the renewal of a permit.
6.9 Transfer of permitt
(1) All application for the transfer of a valid permitis to
(a) be made in writing;
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(b)

be signed by the pennit holder and the proposed transferee of the permit;

(c)

provide such infonnation as the local govenmient may require to enable the
application to be determined; and

(d)

be forwarded to the CEO together with any fee imposed and detemiined by
the local govenunent under and in accordance with sections 6.16 to 6.19 of
the Act.

(2)

The local government may approve an application for the transfer of a penn
refuse to approve it or approve it subject to any conditions.

(3)

Where the local government approves an application for the transfer of a permit, the
transfer may be effected by

(a) an endorsement on the permit signed by the CEO or an authorised person; or
(b)

issuing to the transferee a permit in the fomi determined by the local
government.

(4) Where the local government approves an application for the transfer of a pennit, it
is not required to refund any part of any fee paid by the former pemiit holder.
6.10 Prod"ation of permint

A permit holder is to produce to an authorised person his or her pennit inlinediately on
being required to do so by that authorised person.
6.11 Camee"ation of perlntt

(1) Subject to clause 8.1, a permit may be cancelled by the local government if the
permit holder has not complied with
(a) a condition of the permit; or

(b) a provision of any written law which may relate to the activity regulated by
the permit.
(2) If a permit is cancelled the permit holder
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(a) shall retiim the permit as soon as practicable to the local government; and

(b) is to be taken to have forfeited any fees paid in respect of the permit.
6.1-^ 6.12 Nonmmee of permitt holder
Where a pennit holder by reason of illness, accident or other sufficient cause is unable to

comply with this local law, the local govenrrnent may at the request of that pennit holder
authorise another person to be a nominee of the permit holder for a specified period, and
this local law and the conditions of the permit apply to the nominee as if he or she was the
pennit holder.
PART 7 - OBJECTIONS AND APPEALS
7.1

Application of Part 9 Division I of Act

The provisions of Division I of Part 9 of the Act and regulation 33 of the Regulations
apply to any local government decision,
(a)

to impose conditions on a pennit;

(b)

to vary a pemiit; or

(c)

not to renew or cancel a permit.
FART 8 - NOTICES

8.1 Notice to redirect or repair sprinkler
Where a lawn or a garden is being watered with a sprinkler which is on the lawn or the

garden, in a mariner which causes or may cause an inconvenience or obstruction to any
person or vehicle using a thorougl:Ifare, the local goveiiuiient may give a notice to the
owner or the occupier of the land abutting the lawn or the garden, requiring the owner or

the occupier or both to move or alter the direction of the sprinkler or other watering
equipment.
8.2

Hazardous plants

(1)

Where a plant in a garden creates or may create a hazard for any person using a
thoroughfare, the local goverrunent may give a notice to the owner or the occupier
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of the land abutting the garden to remove, cut, move or otherwise deal with that
plant so as to remove the hazard

(2) Subclause (1) does not apply where the plant was planted by the local government.
8.3 Damage to thoroughfare

Where any portion of a thoroughfare, kerb or footpath has been damaged, the local
goveriunent may by notice to the person who caused the damage order the person to
repair or replace that portion of the thoroughfare to the satisfaction of the local
government.

8.4 Notice to remove thing unlawfulIy placed on thoroughfare
Where any thing is placed on a thoroughfare in contravention of this local law, the local
government may by notice in writing to the owner or the occupier of the property which
abuts that portion of the thorouglifare where the thing has been placed, or such other
person who may be responsible for the thing being so placed, require the relevant person
to remove the thing.
PART 9 - ENFORCEMENT
Dirtsio" I - Notices Give" Urnder This Loc"I L"IP

9.1 Offence to fail to comply with notice

Whenever the local goveiiuiient gives a notice under this local law requiring a person to
do any thing, if the person fails to comply with the notice, the person commits an offence.
9.2 Local government may undertake req"ire, nents of notice
In_. Where a person fails to comply with a notice referred to in clause 9.1, the local

goveiiuiient may do the thing specified in the notice and recover from that person,
as a debt, the costs incurred in so doing.
2

A contravention of the local law can lead to jin oundjn of o0ds involved in the
contravention in accordance with the Act.

Dirtst0" 2 - Cliffe"ces cmd Pe"cities
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93

Offences

(1)

Any person who fails to do anything required or directed to be done under this local
law, or who does anything which under this local law that person is prohibited from
doing, commits an offence.
Any person who commits an offence under this local law is liable, upon conviction,
to a penalty not exceeding $5,000, and if the offence is of a continuing nature, to an
additional penalty not exceeding $500 for each day or part of a day during which
the offence has continued.

9.4

Prescribed offences

(1)

All offence against a clause specified in Schedule I is a prescribed offence for the
purposes of section 9.16(I) of the Act.

(2)

The amount of the modified penalty for a prescribed offence is that specified
adjacent to the clause in Schedule I.

(3)

For the purpose of guidance only, before giving an infringement notice to a person
in respect of the commission of a prescribed offence, an authorised person should
be satisfied that

(a) commission of the prescribed offence is a relatively minor matter;

(b) only straigl'Itforward issues of law and fact are involved in detennining
whether the prescribed offence was committed, and the facts in issue are
readily ascertainable.
9.5

Forms

Unless otherwise specified, for the purposes of this local law
(a) where a vehicle is involved in the colliiiiission of an offence, the fomi of the
notice ref^ITed to in section 9.13 of the Act is that of Fonn I in Schedule I of

the Regulations;

the form of the infringement notice given under section 9.16 of the Act is that
ofForrn 2 in Schedule I of the Regulations; and
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the Ibnn of the notice referred to in section 9.20 of the Act is that of Form

in Schedule I of the Regulations.
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First Schedule
Local Government der 1995

Town of Bassendean
Thorou fares and Public Places Local Law 2019
Prescribed Offences
CLAUSE

DESCRIPTION

MODIFIED
PENALTY
$

2.1 a

Plant of 0.75m in hei t on thorou hfare within 6m of intersection

1-25155

2.1 b

Dama in lawn or arden

1-25155

^.. L(91

Plant a Iani o111er than rass or round cover contra to the local

155

law

2.1 (^e)

Obstructing or causing a hazard on thoroughfare or verge

209250

2.1 (j;^)

Damaging or interfering with thoroughfare structure

35-9440

2.1 (ge)

Playing games so as to impede vehicles or persons on thoroughfare

4-251 55

2.1 (114)

Riding of skateboard or similar device on mall or veranda of

+2-51 55

sho in centre

2.1 (!g)

Removal of tree on thoroughfare or verge

35-9440

2.21 a

Di in a trench throu h a kerb or foot ath without a Grinit

2.99250

2.2 I

Throwin or 1001n an

2-90250

2.2(I )(c)

Causing obstruction to vehicle or person on thoroughfare without a

on a ver e without a Grinit

2-90250

Gnuit

2.2(I)(d)

Causing obstruction to water channel on thoroughfare without a
permit

2593/5

2.2(I)(e)

Placing or draining offensive fluid on thoroughfare without a

2593/5

peruiit

2.2(I)f)

Damage a Ihorou hfare, kerb, ^F foot ath or structure without a

2593/5

pennit

2.2( I )(g)

Lighting a fire on a thoroughfare without a permit

35-9440
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2.2 I

Fellin tree onto thorou hfare without a eruiit

20,925 O

2.2(I )(i)

installin i es or stone or other materials on thorou fare without

2^99250

a pennit

2.2(Iru)

installing a hoist or other thing on a structure or land for use over a

35-9440

th r u fare without a rinit
2.21 k

Creatin a nuisance on a thorou fare without a rinit

2.2( I )(I)

Placing a bulk rubbish container or other materials
thoroughfare without a peruiit

2^09250
on a

2^09250

2.2(I)(in) interfering with anything on a thoroughfare without a pennit

2^99250

2.21 n

Prune or 10 a tree without a omit

2593I5

2.21 o

Plant or sow an seeds on a thorou hfare without a rinit

+25-155

2.2( I )(0)

Use Local Government's electrlcit in a ublic lace without a

155

permit
2.2 I

Clear the surface of a thorou hfare without a errnit

2-9925 O

2.21 r

Construct a firebreak on a thorou hfare without a eonit

2593/5

2.3 I

Consum tion or OSsession of Ii uor on thorou hime

+251 55

2.4 I

Failure to obtain errnit for tern r

2593/5

2.5 2

Failure to coin I with notice to remove crossin and reinstate kerb

35-9440

installation of verge treatment other than pennissible verge

2593/5

2.8(I)

crossin

treatment

2.9

Failure to maintain peruiissible verge treatment or placement of

^99250

obstructi n on ver e
2.10

Failure to coin I with notice to recti default

^00250

2,162

Failure to coin I with si on ublic lace

+2.51 55

2.18(2)

Driving or taking a vehicle on a closed thoroughfare

35-0440

3.2(I)

Placing advertising sign or affixing any advertisement on a
thoroughfare without a Grinit

+2,51 55

^.. Z(Z)

The erection or Iacin of a ortable directional si contra to the

155

local law

3.2(3)

The erection or placing of a portable dire^,*al-adventsin
contr

+2.51 55

to the local law
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4.1(I)

Animal or vehicle obstructing a public place or local government

4-2^5155

roe

4.22 a

Animal on thorou hime when not led ridden or driven

+2.51 55

4.2 2

animal on ublic lace with infectious disease

+2.51 55

4.22 c

Trainin or racin animal on thorou hfare

+2.51 55

4.22 d

Allow a animal to def;=cate on a throu fare

+2-51 55

4.2 3

Horse Ie ridden or driven on thorou hfare in built-u area

42-51 55

4.6

Person leaving shopping trolley in public place other than trolley

+25-155

bay
4.7(2)

Failure to remove shopping trolley upon being advised of location

I^-5155

5.2

Conducting of stall in public place without a permit

359440

5.3

Trading without a permit

3-59440

5.5(I)(a)

Failure of stallholder or trader to display or carry pennit

+25155

5.5(I)(b)

Stallholder or trader riot displaying valid permit

+2.51 55

Stallholder or trader not carrying certified scales when selling

4-2^5-1 55

5.5(I)(c)

goods by weight
5.5(2)

Stallholder or trader engaged in prohibited conduct

+2.51 55

5.7

Perfomiin in a ublic lace without a Grinit

4-2.51 55

5.8(2)

Failure of performer to move onto another area when directed

4-2.5155

5.12

Establishment or conduct of outdoor eating facility without a permit

35-9440

5.14

Failure of pennit holder to remove outdoor eating facility when
requested

2^9925 O

6.6

Failure to coin I with a condition of a Gnuit

2-90250

6.10

Failure to roduce Grinit on r uest of authorised erson

4-251 55

9.1

Failure to coin I with notice 'ven under local law

^09250
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291-92019

The Colluiion Seal of the
Town of Bassendean was

affixed by authotity of a
resolution of the Council

in the presence of:

CR RENEE JOY MCLENNAN
MAYOR

^.^^Ms PETA MABBS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Under the powers conferred by the Local GooerrLment Act 1995 and under all other powers enabling
it, the Councilof the Town of Bassendean resolved on the 23rd November 2010 to adopt the following
local law.

PART I-PRELIMINARY
1.1 Citation

This local law may be cited as the Town of Bassendea?a Activities o13 Thoroughfares and If. oding in
Titor0!48hjares and Public Places Local Low 2010.
1.2 Definitions

In this local law unless the context otherwise requires-

"Act" means the Local GODernme, !t Act 1995;
"applicant' means a person who applies for a permit;
"authorised person" means a person authorised by the local government under section 9.10 of
the Act to perform any of the functions of an authorised person under this local law;
"built-up area" has the meaning given to it in the Road Traffic Code 2000;
"bulk rubbish container" means a bin or container designed or used for holding a substantial
quantity of rubbish and which is unlikely to be lifted without mechanical assistance, but does
not include a bin or container used in connection with the local government's regular
domestic rubbish or recycling correction service;

"carriageway" has the meaning given to it in the Road 75.0ffic Code 2000;
"CEO" means the Chief Executive Officer of the local government;
"coriumencement day' means the day on which this local law comes into operation;
"Council" means the council of the local government;
"crossing" means a crossing giving access from a public thoroughfare to(a) private land; or
(b) a private thoroughfare serving private land;

"district' means the district of the local government;
"footpath" has the meaning given to it in the Road Traffic Code 2000;
"garden" means any part of a thoroughfare planted, developed or treated, otherwise than as a
lawn, with one or more plants;

"intersection" has the meaning given to it in the Road 7701j^c Code 2000;
"kerb" includes the edge of a carriageway;
'lawn" means any part of a thoroughfare which-

(a) is planted, by any person, only with grass, or with a similar plant; or
(b) is planted, by the local government, with any other plant;
"liquor" has the meaning given to it in section 3 of the Liquor ControlAct 1988;
"local government' means the Town of Bassendean;

"local government property' means anything except a thoroughfare(a) which belongs to the local government;

(b) of which the local government is the management body under the Land Administration
Act 1997; or

(c) which is an "otherwise unvested facility' within section 3.53 of the Act;
"lof' has the meaning given to it in the Planning and Deus!opment Act 2005;
"owner" or "o0cupier" in relation to land does not include the local government;
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"pernitssible verge treatment' means a treatment described in clause 2.7(2), and includes any
yeticulation pipes and sprinklers installed for the purposes of the treatment;
"perlntt" means a permit issued under this local law;

"perlriit holder" means a person who holds a valid permit;
"person" does not include the local government;

"prerriises" for the purpose of the definition of "public place" in both this clause and clause 6.1,
means a building or similar structure, but does not include a carpark or a similar place;
"public place" includes any thoroughfare or place which the public are allowed to use, whether
or not the thoroughfare or place is on private property, but does not include(a) premises on private property from which trading is lawfulIy conducted under a written
law; and

(b) local government property;

"regulations" mean the Local Gouernment orz, ,tctto, ,s and General) Regulations 1996;
"sign" includes a notice, flag, mark, structure or device on which may be shown words, numbers,
expressions or symbols;

"thoroughfare" has the meaning given to it in the Act, but does not include a private
thoroughfare which is not under the management or control of the local government;
"town planning scheme" means a town planning scheme of the local government made under
the Planning and Development Act 2005;

"townsite" means the townsite of the local government which is(a) constituted under section 26(2) of the Land Administration Act 1997; or
co) referred to in clause 37 of Schedule 9.3 of the Act;
"vehicle" includes-

(a) every conveyance and every object capable of being propelled or drawn on wheels,

tracks or otherwise; and '

(b) an animal being ridden or driven,
but excludes-

(a) a wheel-chair or any device designed for, use by a physically impaired person on a
footpath; and
(b) a pram, a stroller or a similar device; and

"verge" means that part of a thoroughfare between the carriageway and the land which abuts the
thoroughfare, but does not include any footpath.
1.3 Application
This local law applies throughout the district.
1.4 Repeal

(1) The Town of Bassendea, ! Activities on Thoroughfares and 77.0ding in Thoroughfares ond Public
Places Local Law published in the Gooernment Gazette on 16 August 2001is repealed.
(2) Where a policy was made or adopted by the local government under or in relation to a local law

repealed by this local law, then the policy is to be taken to Do longer have any effect on and from the
commencement day.

(3) The Council may resolve that notwithstanding subclause (2) specified policies continue, or are to
be taken to have continued, to have effect on and from the commencement day.
PART z-ACTn71TIES ON THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES
Division I-Oenera!

2.1. General prohibitions
A person must not(a) plant any plant except grass within 6m of an intersection;

(b) damage a lawn or a garden or remove any plant or part of a plant from a lawn or a garden in

a thoroughfare or public place unless(1) the person is the owner or the occupier of the lot abutting that portion of the

thoroughfare and the lawn or the garden or the particular plant has not been installed
or planted by the local government; or

(it) the person is acting under the authority of a written law;
(0) place, or allow to be placed or remain, on a thoroughfare or verge any thing (except water)
that-

(1) obstructs the thoroughfare or verge; or

(it) results in a hazard for any person using the thoroughfare or verge;
(d) unless at the direction of the local government, damage, remove or interfere with any
signpost, direction plate, guidepost, notice, shelter, shed, fence or any structure erected on a
thoroughfare by the local government or a person acting under the authority of a written law;

(e) play or participate in any giame or sport so as to cause danger to any person or thing or
impede the movement of vehicles or persons on a thoroughfare;
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(fj within a mall, arcade or veranda of a shopping centre, ride any skateboard, rollerblades,
bicycles, scooters or similar device; or

(g) remove or kill by fernng, poison or any other means a tree on a verge area or thoroughfare or
verge unless the person is-

(i) acting under authority of a permit issued by the local government; or
(it) a local government employee or contractor engaged by the local government to
undertake work in relation to a particular tree or trees on thoroughfares in the district
or on local government property generally; or
(tit) acting under authority of a written law.
2.2 Activities allowed with a perlwit--general
(1) A person shall not, without a permit-

(a) dig or othervise create a trench through or under a kerb or footpath;
(b) subject to Division 3 of this Part, throw, place or deposit any thing on a verge except for
removal by the local government under a bulk rubbish collection, and then only duitng the
period of time advertised in connection with that collection by the local government;
(c) cause any obstruction to a vehicle or a person using a thoroughfare as a thoroughfare;
(d) cause any obstruction to a water channel or a water course in a thoroughfare;
(e) throw, place or drain offensive, noxious or dangerous fluid onto a thoroughfare;
co damage a thoroughfare, kerb or footpath;
(g) light any fire or burn any thing on a thoroughfare other than in a stove or fireplace provided
for that purpose;

(h) fell any tree onto a thoroughfare;
(i) unless installing, or in order to maintain, a permissible verge treatment(1) lay pipes under or provide taps on any verge; or

(it) place or install any thing on any part of a thoroughfare, including gravel, stone,
flagstone, cement, concrete slabs, blocks, bricks, pebbles, plastic sheeting, kerbing,

wood chips, bark or sawdust;
O) provide, erect, install or use in or on any building, structure or land abutting on a

thoroughfare any hoist or other thing for use over the thoroughfare;
OK) on a public place use anything or do anything so as to create a nuisance;
co place or cause to be placed on a thoroughfare a bulk rubbish container;

(in) interfere with the soil of, or anything in a thoroughfare or take anything from a thoroughfare;
(n) prune or lop a tree on a verge or in a thoroughfare unless that person is(i) a local government employee or contractor engaged by the local government to
undertake work in relation to a particular tree or trees on thoroughfares in the district
or on local government property generally; or
(it) acting under authority of a written law;

(0) plant or sow any seeds in a thoroughfare;
(p) clear or maintain in a cleared state, the surface of a thoroughfare within Iru of that person's
land; or

(q) construct a firebreak on a thoroughfare.

(2) The local government may exempt a person from compliance with subclause (1) on the application

of that person.

2.3 No possession aria consumption of liquor on thoroughfare

(1) A person shall not consume any liquor or have in her or his possession or under her or his control

any liquor on a thoroughfare unless-

(a) that is permitted under the Liquor Control Act 1988 or under another written law; or
(b) the person is doing so in accordance with a permit;

(2) Subclause (1) does not apply where the liquor is in a sealed container.
Division 2-Vehicle Crossings
2.4 Temporary Crossings

(1) Where it is likely that works on a lot win involve ve}tides leaving a thoroughfare and entering the

lot, the person responsible for the works must obtain a permit for the construction of a temporary
crossing to protect the existing carriageway, kerb, drains and footpath, where(a) a crossing does not exist; or

(b) a crossing does exist, but the nature of the vehicles and their loads is such that they are likely

to cause damage to the crossing.
(2) The "person responsible for the works" in subclause (1) is to be taken to be-

(a) the builder named on the building licence issued under the Local Gouerrtmertt CMisce!!an coils
Provisions) Act 1960, if one has beenissued in relation to the works; or

(b) the registered proprietor of the lot, if no building licence has been issued under the Local
Gouer, Linent Orriscellaneoi, s Provisions) Act 1960 in relation to the works.
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(3) If the local government approves an application for a permit for the purpose of subclatise (1), the

permit is taken to be issued on the condition that until such time as the temporary crossing is
removed, the permit holder shall keep the temporary crossing in good repair and in such a condition
so as not to create any danger or obstruction to persons using the thoroughfare.
2.5 Removal of redundant crossing

(1) Where works on a lot will result in a crossing no longer giving access to a lot, the crossing is to be
removed and the kerb, drain, footpath, verge and any other part of the thoroughfare affected by the
removal are to be reinstated to the satisfaction of the local government.
(2) The local government may give written notice to the owner or occupier of a lot requiring her or him
to-

(8) remove any part of or allof a crossing which does not give access to the lot; and
^) reinstate the kerb, drain, footpath, verge and any other part of the thoroughfare, which may
be affected by the removal,

within the period of time stated in the notice, and the owner or occupier of the lot shaU comply with
that notice.

Dintsi0?I3-Verge Treatments
2.61nterpretation

In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires"acceptable material" means any material which will create a hard surface, and which appears
on a list of acceptable materials maintained by the local government.
2.7 Ferniissible verge treatments

(1) All owner or occupier of land, which abuts on a verge, may on that part of the verge directly in
front of her or his land install a permissible verge treatment.
(2) The permissible verge treatments are(a) the planting and maintenance of a lawn;
(b) the planting and maintenance of a garden provided that-

(1) clear sight visibility is maintained at all times for a person using the abutting
thoroughfare in the vicinity of an intersection or bend in the thoroughfare or using a
driveway on land adjacent to the thoroughfare for access to or from the thoroughfare;
(ii) where there is Do footpath, a pedestrian has safe and clear access of a minimum width

of 2m along that part of the verge immediately adjacent to the kerb;
On) it does not include a wall or built structure; and
(iv) it is not of a thorny, poisonous or hazardous nature; or
(c) the installation of an acceptable material; or
(d) the installation of an acceptable material or other verge treatment in accordance with

paragraph (c), and the planting gild maintenance of either a lawn or a garden on the balance
of the vergein accordance with paragraph (8) or (b).
2.8 Only perntissible verge treatments to be instaUed

(1) A person shall not install or maintain a verge treatment that is not a permissible verge treatment.
(2) The owner and occupier of the lot abutting a verge treatment referred to in subclause (1) are each
to be taken to have installed and maintained that verge treatment for the purposes of this clause and
clause 2.9.

2.9 Obligations of owner or o0cupier
All owner or occupier who installs or maintains a permissible verge treatment must(a) keep the permissible verge treatment in a good and tidy condition and ensure, where the
verge treatment is a garden or lawn, that a footpath on the verge and a carriageway adjoining
the verge is not obstructed by the verge treatment;
(b) ensure the verge treatment does not cause a sight distance obstruction to any person using a
footpath on the verge or a carriageway or crossing adjoining the verge or in proximity to it;
(c) not place any obstruction on or around the verge treatment;

(d) not disturb a footpath on the verge;
(e) ensure that the verge treatment does not damage or obstruct a dram, manhole, gully,
inspection pit, channel, kerb, or tree planted by the local government; and
co ensure that any sptinklers or pipes installed to irrigate a verge treatmenta) do not protrude above the level of the lawn when notin use;

(it) are not used at such times so as to cause unreasonable inconvenience to pedestrians or
other persons; and

(iti) do not otherwise present a hazard to pedestrians or other persons,
2.10 Notice to owner or occupier

The local government may give a notice in writing to the owner or the occupier of a lot abutting on a
verge to make good, within the time specified in the notice, any breach of a provision of this Division.
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2.11 Transitional provision
(1) In this clause-

"former provisions" means one or more of the provisions on a repealed local law which
permitted certain types of verge treatments; and

"repealed local law" means the local law that is repealed by clause 1.4. without the consent of
the local government.
(2) A verge treatment which-

(8) was installed prior to the commencement day; and
(b) on the commencement day is a type of verge treatment which was permitted under and
complied with the former provisions, is to be taken to be a permissible verge treatment for so
long as the verge treatment remains of the same type and continues to comply with the
former provisions.

2.12 Power to carry out public works on verge

Where the local government or an authority empowered to do so under a written law disturbs a verge,
the local government or the authority(a) is not liable to compensate any person for. that disturbance;

(b) may backfiU with sand, if necessary, any garden or lawn; and
(0) is notliable to replace or restore any-

(i) verge treatment and, in particular, any plant or any acceptable material or other hard
surface; or

(ii) sprinlders, pipes or other reticulation equipment.
Diuisior, 4-Property Numbers
2,131nterpreta. tion
In this Division, unless the context requires otherwise-

"number" means a number of a lot with or without an alphabetical suffix indicating the address
of the lot by reference to a thoroughfare.

2.14 Assignment of numbers

The local government may assign a number to a lot in the district and may assign another number to
the lot instead of that previously assigned.

Division 5-Fencing
2.15 Public place-clause 40) of Division I, Schedule 3J of Act

Each of the following places are specified as a public place for the purpose of itsin 4(I) of Division I of
Schedule 3.1 of the Act-

(a) a public place, as that term is defined in clause 1.2; and
(b) local government property.
Division 6-Signs Erected by the Local Gouernment
2.16 Signs

(1) A local government may erect a sign on a public place specifying any conditions of use which apply

to that place.

(2) A person shall comply with a sign erected under subclause (1).
(3) A condition of use specified on a sign erected under subclause (1) is to be for the purpose of giving

notice of the effect of a provision of this local law.
2.17 Transitional

Where a sign erected on a public place has been erected under a local law of the local government
repealed by this local law, then on and from the commencement day, it is to be taken to be a sign
erected under clause 2.16if---

(a) the sign specifies a condition of use relating to the public place which gives notice of the effect
of a provision of this local law; and
(b) the condition of use specified is not inconsistent with any provision of this local law.
Division 7-Driuing OIL @ Closed rho, oughfare
2.18 No driving on closed thoroughfare
(1) In this clause-

"closed thoroughfare" means a thoroughfare wholly or partially closed under section 3.50 or
3.50A of the Act,

(2) A person shall not drive or take a vehicle on a closed thoroughfare unless(a) that is in accordance with any limits or exceptions specified in the order made under section
3.50 of the Act; or

(b) the person has first obtained a permit.
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PART 3-ADVERTISING SIGNS ON THOROUGHFARES

Dirtsion I-Preliminary
3.1 Interpretation

In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires"advertising sign" means a sign used for the purpose of advertising a business, organisation,
person, service, product or event and includes an "election sign".

"direction sign" means a sign used to provide chi. ection to another place where an activity or
event is taking place, but does not include any such sign erected or affixed by the local
government or the Commissioner of Main Roads;

"infrequent or occasional' means a one off or annual occurrence; and
"portable sign" means a portable free standing advertising sign or direction sign which is not
placed on or affixed to any natural feature, including a rock or tree, or on any structure
located within a thoroughfare.

Division 2-Permit

3.2 Portable advertising signs and portable direction signs
(1) A person shall not-

(a) erect or place an advertising sign or direction sign on any part of a thoroughfare without the
prior approval of the local government; and

(b) place a sign of any other description on any part of a thoroughfare.
(2) Notwithstanding subclause (1), a permit is not required in respect of a portable direction sign

which complies with the tonowing(a) the sign does not exceed 500mm in height or 0.5m2 in area;
(b)

the sign is placed on a thoroughfare on an intrequent or occasional basis only to direct
attention to a place where an activity or event is occurring, during the hours of that activity
or event;

(c) the number of portable direction signs providing direction to the place where the activity or
event is occurring shall not exceed 4 in total;

(d) the sign shall use symbols and lettering of a sufficient size so as to be clearly legible when
observed from a distance;

(e) the content of the sign shall be limited to advertising an activity or event and providing
direction to its location;

co the sign shall only be placed for the duration of the activity or event to which the sign relates;
(g) the sign shall be secured while placed so as to not become a hazard, particularly when subject
to wind loads;

01) the sign shall not be placed on a footpath;

(i) the sign shaU not be placed within Iru of a vehicle carriageway and a carriageway will be
deemed to include a parking bay; and

fj) the sign shall not be placed in any other location where, in the opinion of the local
government, the sign is likely to obstruct sight lines along a thoroughfare or cause danger to
any person using the thoroughfare.

(3) Notwithstanding subclause (1), a permit is not required in respect of a portable advertising sign

which complies with the following(a) the sign does not exceed Inn in height or Im' in area;

(b) the sign shall use symbols and lettering of a sufficient size so as to be clearly legible when
observed from a distance;

(c) the content of the sign shall be limited to advertising a business, organisation, person,

service, product or event;
(d) the sign shall be the only portable advertising sign serving the building, property or business

to which the sign relates a sign per business/property/building);
(e) the sign shaU only be placed during the business hours to which the sign relates;
co the sign shall be secured while placed so as to not become a hazard, particularly when subject
to wind loads;

(g) the sign shall, in all instances, be located directly adjacent to the buildizig, property or
business to which the sign relates;

(11) the sign shall not be placed on a footpath;
(i) not withstanding subclause (3)(11), the sign may be placed on a footpath if the verge adjoining
the building, property or business to which the sign relates consists only of a footpath. In this
instance the sign must be-

(i) located within a trading zone or alfresco dining zone if one has been approved for the

subject property; or
(it) where a trading zone or alfresco dining zone has not been approved for the subject

property the sign must be placed such that it abuts the property's front boundary; and
(tit) the placement of a sign on a footpath must not reduce the footpaths effective width for
use by pedestrians to a distance less than 1.8m.
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6) the sign shall not be placed within Inn of a vehicle carriageway and a carriageway will be

deemed to include a parking bay;
(1<) the sign shall not be placed in any other location where, in the opinion of the local

government, the sign is likely to obstruct sight lines along a thoroughfare or cause danger to

any person using the thoroughfare; and
a) the sign owner must maintain public liability insurance cover to a level agreed to by the local

government. A copy of the insurance must be provided to the Town on an annual basis, or

such other time as required by the Town, as evidence that the insurance cover has been
renewed.

3.3 General Discretion

(1) Notwithstanding other sections in this local law, the local government may consent to the
placement of a sign that does not comply with a requirement or standard of this local law.

(2) In determining whether to grant its approval to the placement of any sign, the local government
may consider, in addition to any other matter, whether the placement of the sign would have an
adverse affect on-

(a) the safe or convenient use of any land; or

(b) the safety or convenience of any person.

PART 4-OBSTRUCTING ANIMALS, VEHICLES OR SHOPPING TROLLEYS
Dintsion I-Animals and Vehicles

4.1 Leaving an annunl or vehicle in a public place or on local government property
(1) A person shall not leave an animal or a vehicle, or any part of a vehicle, in a public place or on
local government property so that it obstructs the use of any part of that public place or local
government property, unless that person has first obtained a permit or is authorised to do so under a

written law.

(2) Subject to any other local law, a person does not contravene subclause (1) where the animal is
secured or tethered for a period not exceeding I hour'

(3) Subject to any other local law, a person will not contravene subclause (1) where the vehicle is left
for a period not exceeding 24 hours,
4.2 Prohibitions relating to aninnls
(1) In subclause (2), "owner" in relation to an animal includes(a) an owner of the animal;

(b) a person who has the animal in his or her possession or under his or her control; and
(c) the occupier of any premises where the animal is ordinarily kept or ordinarily permitted to
live.

(2) An owner of an animal shall not-

(a) allow the animal to enter or remain for any time on any thoroughfare except for the use of the
thoroughfare as a thoroughfare and unless it is led, ridden or driven;
(b) allow the animal which has a contagious or infectious disease to be led, ridden or driven in a
public place;

(c) train or race the animal on a thoroughfare; or
(d) subject to subclause (4), arrow the animal to defecate on a thoroughfare.
(3) An owner of a horse shaU not lead, Tide or drive a horse on a thoroughfare in a built-up area,
unless that person does so under a permit or under the authority of a written law.
(4) An owner of an animal does not commit an offence if the defecation is immediately removed
4.3 Removal of vehicle or an in^I

All authorised person may impound an animal or vehicle leftin contravention of clause 4.1
Division 2-Shopping Trolleys
4.41nterpretation
In this Division-

"retailer" means a proprietor of a shop in respect of which shopping troUeys are provided for the
use of customers of the shop; and

"shopping trolley" means a wheeled container or receptacle supplied by a retailer to enable a
person to transport goods.

4.5 Shopping trolley to be Innrked

A retailer. shall clearly mark its name or its trading name on any shopping trolley made available for
the use of customers.

4.6 Person not to leave trolley in pubhc place

A person shall not leave a shopping trolley in a public place or on local government property other
than in an area set aside for the storage of shopping trolleys.
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4.7 Retailer to remove abandoned trolley

(1) If a shopping trolley is found in a public place or on local government property, other than in an
area set aside for the storage of shopping trolleys, the local government may advise (verbally or in
writing) a retailer whose name is marked on the trolley of the location of the shopping trolley.
(2) A retailer shaU remove a shopping trolley within 24 hours of being so advised under subclause (1).
4.8 Retailer taken to own trolley

In the absence of any proof to the contrary, a shopping troUey is to be taken to belong to a retailer
whose name is marked on the trolley.

4.91mpounding of abandoned trolley

An authorised person may impound a shopping troUey that is(a) left on a thoroughfare, verge or local government property that is not marked in accordance
with clause 4.5; or

co) not removed by a retailer after having been so advised under clause 4.7(2)
PART 5-TRADING IN THOROUGHFARES AND PUBLIC PLACES
Division I-Stallholders and 27. aders

5.1 Interpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires"public place" includes-

(a) any thoroughfare or place which the public are allowed to use whether or not the
thoroughfare or place is on private property; and

co) local government property, but does not include premises on private property from
which trading is lawfuUy conducted under a written law.

"stall' means a movable or temporarily fixed structure, stand, table or vehicle in, on or from
which goods or services are sold, hired or offered for sale or litre;
"stallholder" means a person in charge of a stall;
"stallholder's periliit" means a permit issued to a stallholder;

"trader" means a person who carries on trading;
"trader's perlntt" means a permit issued to a trader; and
"trading" includes-

(a) the sening or hiring of, the offering for sale or hire of or the soliciting of orders for goods
or services in a public place;

(b) displaying goods in any public place for the purpose of(i) offering them for sale or hire;
(it) inviting offers for their sale or hire;
(in) soliciting orders for them; or
(iv) carrying out any other transaction in relation to them.
5.2 StaUholder's permitt

A person shall not conduct a stall on a public place unless that person is(a) the holder of a valid staUholder's permit; or

(b) an assistant specified in a valid staUholder's permit.
5.3 Trader's perrntt
A person shaU not carry on trading unless that person is(a) the holder of a valid trader's permit; or

co) an assistant specified in a valid trader's permit.
5.4 No permit required to sell newspaper

Despite any other provision of this local law, a person who sells, or offers for sale, a newspaper is not
required to obtain a permit.

5.5 Conduct of stallholders and traders

(1) A staUholder while conducting a staU or a trader while trading, must(a) display her or his permit in a conspicuous place on the stall, vehicle or temporary structure
or, if there is Do stall, vehicle or temporary structure, carry the permit with him or her while
conducting a stall or trading;

(b) not display a permit unless it is a valid permit; and
(c) when sening goods by weight, carry and use for that purpose, scales tested and certified in
accordance with the provisions of the 27. ade Measurement Administration Act 2006.
(2) A stallholder or trader must not-

(a) deposit or store any thing or any part of a thoroughfare so as to obstruct the movement of
pedestrians or vehicles;
(b) act in an offensive manner; or
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(c) use or cause to be used any apparatus or device, including any flap or shelf, whereby the
dimensions of a stall, vehicle or structure are increased beyond those specified in the permit.
Division 2-Street entertainers

5.61nterpretation
In this Division, unless the context otherwise requires-

"perform" includes to play a musical instrument, sing, mime, dance, give an acrobatic or aerobic
display or entertain, but does not include public speaking;
"permit' means a permitissued for the purpose of clause 5.7;
"permitted area" means the area or areas, specified in a permit, in which the permit holder may
perform; and

"Ferniitted time" means the time or times, specified in a permit, during which the permit holder
may perform.

5.7 Fernxit required to perform

A person shall not perform in a public place without a permit.
5.8 Variation of pertnttted area and permitted time
(1) The local government may by notice in writing to a permit holder vary(a) the permitted area;
(b) the permitted time; or
(c) both the permitted area and the permitted time,
shown on a permit.

(2) The local government may direct a permit holder to move from one permitted area to another
permitted area, if more than one area is specified in a permit,
5.9 Duration of perlntt
A permit is valid for a period of 3 months after the date on which it is issued unless it is sooner
cancelled under this local law.

5, To Cancellation of permit

The local government may cancel a permit, if in the opinion of an authorised person(a) the volume of sound caused by the permit holder in connection with the performance
adversely affects the enjoyment, convenience or comfort of other persons in a public place; or
(b) the performance otherwise constitutes a nuisance.
Division 3-Outdoor Eating Facilities on I^46nc Places
5.11 Interpretation
In this Division-

"facility' means an outdoor eating facility or establishment on any part of a public place, but
does not include such a facility or establishment on private land;
"permit holder" means the person to whom a permit has been issued for the purpose of clause
5.12; and

"public place" has the meaning given to it in clause 5.1.
5.12 Permit required to conduct facility
A person shall not establish or conduct a facility without a permit,
5.13 Removal of facility unlawfulIy conducted

Where a facility is conducted without a permit, or in contravention of a condition of a permit, any
tables, chairs, urnbreUas or other equipment may be removed by an authorised person and impounded
in accordance with the Act.

5.14 Temporary removal of facility may be requested

(1) The permit holder for a facility is to temporarily remove the facility when requested to do so on
reasonable grounds by an authorised person or a member of the Police Service or an emergency
servlce.

(2) The permit holder may replace the facility removed under subclause (1) as soon as the person who
directed her or him to remove it allows it to be replaced.
PART 6-PERMITS

Division I-Applying for o permit
6.1 Application for perlntt

(1) Where a person is required to obtain a permit under this local law, that person must apply for the

permit in accordance with subclause (2).
(2) An application for. a permit under this local law must-

(a) be in the form determined by the local government;
(b) be signed by the applicant;
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(c) provide the information required by the form;
(d) contain other information required, for that particular type of permit, under this local law;
and

(e) be forwarded to the CEO together with any fee imposed and determined by the local
government under and in accordance with sections 6.16 to 6.19 of the Act,

(3) The local government may require an applicant to provide additional information reasonably
related to an application before determining an application for a permit.

(4) The local government may require an applicant to give local public notice of the application for a

permit.

(5) The local government may refuse to consider an application for a permit which is not in accordance

with subdause (2).

6.2 Decision on application for permit
(1) The local government may-

(a) approve an application for a permit uriconditionaUy or subject to any conditions; or
(b) refuse to approve an application for a permit.

(2) If the local government approves an application for a permit, it is to issue to the applicant a permit
in the form determined by the local government.
(3) If the local government refuses to approve an application for a permit, it is to give written notice of
that refusal to the applicant.

(4) Where a clause of this local law refers to conditions which may be imposed on a permit or which
are to be taken to be imposed on a permit, the clause does not limit the power of the local government
to impose other conditions on the permit under subclause (1)(a),

(5) Where a clause of this local law refers to the grounds on which an application for a permit may be
or is to be refused, the clause does not limit the power of the local government to refuse the
application for a permit on other grounds under subclause (1)(b).
6.3 Relevant considerations in deter wining application for peruxit

(1) In determining an application for a permit, the local government is to have regard to(a) any relevant policy of the local government;
^) the desirability of the proposed activity;

(c) the location of the proposed activity; and
(d) such other matters as the local government may consider to be relevant in the circumstances
of the case.

(2) The local government may refuse to approve an application for a permit on any one or more of the

foUowing grounds-

(a) that the applicant has committed a breach of any provision of this local law or of any written
law relevant to the activity in respect of which the permit is sought;
(b) that the applicant is not a desirable or suitable person to hold a permit; or
(c) such other grounds as the local government may consider to be relevant in the circumstances
of the case.

Division 2-Conditions

6.4 Conditions which may be imposed on a permit

The local government may approve an application for a permit subject to conditions relating to(8) the payment of a fee;
(b) the duration and commencement of the permit;

(c) the commencement of the permit being contingent on the happening of an event;
(d) the rectification, remedying or restoration of a situation or circumstance reasonably related to
the application;

(e) the approval of another application for a permit which may be required by the local
government under any written law;

co the area of the district to which the permit applies;
(g) where a permit is issued for an activity which will or may cause damage to a public place, the
payment of a deposit or bond against such damage;

01) the obtaining of public risk insurance in an amount and on terms reasonably required by the
local government; and

(1)

the provision of an indemnity from the permit holder indemnifying the local government in
respect of any injury to any person or any damage to any property which may occur in
connection with the use of the public place by the permit holder.

6.51mposing conditions under a policy
(1) In this clause-

"policy' means a policy of the local government adopted by the Council containing conditions
subject to which an application for a permit may be approved under clause 6.2(I)(a).
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(2) Under clause 6.2(I)(a) the local government may approve an application subject to conditions by

reference to a policy.

(3) The local government is to give a copy of the ^oncy, or the part of the policy which is relevant to

the application for a permit, with the form of permit referred to in clause 6,2<2).

(4) An apjjlication for a permit is to be taken not to have been approved subject to the conditions

contained in a policy until the local government gives the permit holder a copy of the policy or the

part of the policy which is relevant to the application.

(5) Sections 5.94 and 5.95 of the Act shall apply to a policy and for that purpose a policy is to be taken

to hemformation within section 5.94(u)(I) of the Act.

6.6 Compliance with and variation of conditions

(1) Where an application for. a permit has been approved subject to conditions, or where a permit is to
be taken to be subject to conditions under this local law, the permit holder shall comply with each of
those conditions.

(2) The local government may vaiy the conditions of a permit, and the permit holder shall comply

with those conditions as varied.

Division 8-General

6.7 Duration of permitt
A permit is valid for one year from the date on which it is issued, unless it is(a) otherwise stated in this local law or in the permit; or
(b) cancelled under clause 6.1 I
6.8 Renewal of perrnit

(1) A permit holder may apply to the local government in writing prior to expiry of a permit for the

renewal of the permit,
(2) The provisions of(a) this Part; and

(b) any other provision of this local law relevant to the permit which is to be renewed,
apply, with appropriate modifications to an application for the renewal of a permit.
6.9 Transfer of perlntt
(1) All application for the transfer of a valid permit is to(a) be made in writing;

co) be signed by the permit holder and the proposed transferee of the permit;
(c) provide such information as the local government may require to enable the application to be
determined; and

(co be forwarded to the CEO together with any fee imposed and determined by the local
government under and in accordance with sections 6.16 to 6.19 of the Act.

(2) The local government may approve an application for the transfer of a permit, refuse to approve it

or approve it subject to any conditions.

(3) Where the local government approves an application for the transfer of a permit, the transfer may

be effected by-

(a) an endorsement on the permit signed by the CEO or an authorised person; or
(b) issuing to the transferee a permit in the form determined by the local government.
(4) Where the local government approves an application for the transfer of a permit, it is not required
to refund any part of any fee paid by the former permit holder.
6.10 Production of pertntt

A permit holder is to produce to an authorised person his or her permit immediately on being
required to do so by that authorised person,
6.11 Cancellation of permit

(1) Subject to clause 8.1, a permit may be canceUed by the local government if the permit holder has

not complied with(a) a condition of the permit; or

(b) a provision of any written law which may relate to the activity regulated by the permit.
(2) If a permit is cancelled the permit holder-

(8) shaU return the permit as soon as practicable to the local government; and
(b) is to be taken to have forfeited any fees paid in respect of the permit.
6.12 Nontinee of permit holder

Where a permit holder by reason of illness, accident or other sufficient cause is unable to comply with
this local law, the local government may at the request of that permit holder authorise another person
to be a nominee of the permit holder for a specified period, and this local law and the conditions of the
permit apply to the nominee as if he or she was the permit holder.
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PART 7-OBJECTIONS AND APPEALS

7.1Application of Part 9 Division I. of Act

The provisions of Division I of Part 9 of the Act and regulation 33 of the Regulations apply to any
local government decision.
(a) to impose conditions on a permit;
(b) to vary a permit; or
(c) not to renew or cancel a permit.

PART 8-NOTICES

8.1 Notice to redirect or repair sprinkler

Where a lawn or a garden is being watered with a sprinkler which is on the lawn or the garden, in a
manner which causes or may cause an inconvenience or obstruction to any person or vehicle using a
thoroughfare, the local government may give a notice to the owner or the occupier of the land abutting
the lawn or the garden, requiring the owner or the Decupier or both to move or alter the direction of
the sprinkler or other watering equipment.
8.2 Hazardous plants

(1) Where a plant in a garden creates or may create a hazard for any person using a thoroughfare, the
local government may give a notice to the owner or the occupier of the land aborting the garden to
remove, cut, move or otherwise deal with that plant so as to remove the hazard;

(2) Subclause (1) does not apply where the plant was planted by the local government.
8.3 Damage to thoroughfare

Where any portion of a thoroughfare, keyb or footpath has been damaged, the local government may
by notice to the person who caused the damage order the person to repair or replace that portion of
the thoroughfare to the satisfaction of the local government.

8.4 Notice to remove thing unlawfulIy placed on thoroughfare
Where any thing is placed on a thoroughfare in contravention of this local law, the local government
may by notice in writing to the owner or the occupier of the property which abuts that portion of the
thoroughfare where the thing has been placed, or such other person who may be responsible for the
thing being so placed, require the relevant person to remove the thing.
PART 9-ENFORCEMENT

Division I-Notices Omen Under This Local Law

9.1. Offence to fail to comply with notice

Whenever the local government gives a notice under this local law requiring a person to do any thing,
if the person fails to comply with the notice, the person commits an offence.
9.2 Local government may undertake requirements of notice

Where a person fails to comply with a notice referred to in clause 9.1, the local government may do
the thing specified in the notice and recover from that person, as a debt, the costs incurred in so
doing.

Dintsion 2-Offences and Penalties
9.3 Offences

(1) Any person who fails to do anything required or directed to be done under this local law, or who
does anything which under this local law that person is prohibited from doing, commits an offence.

(2) Any person who commits an offence under this local law is liable, upon conviction, to a penalty not

exceeding $5,000, and if the offence is of a continuing nature, to an additional penalty not exceeding
$500 for each day or part of a day during which the offence has continued.
9.4 Prescribed offences

(1) All offence against a clause specified in Schedule I is a prescribed offence for the purposes of

section 9.16(I) of the Act.

(2) The amount of the modified penalty for a prescribed offence is that specified adjacent to the clause

in Schedule I.

(3) For the purpose of guidance only, before giving an infringement notice to a person in respect of the

commission of a prescribed offence, an authorised person should be satisfied that(a) commission of the prescribed offence is a relatively minor matter; and

(b) only straightforward issues of law and fact are involved in determining whether
prescribed offence was committed, and the facts in issue are readily ascertainable.

the

9.5 Forms

Unless otherwise specified, for the purposes of this local law(a) where a vehicle is involved in the commission of an offence, the form of the notice referred to
in section 9.13 of the Actis that of Form Iin Schedule I of the Regulations;
(b) the form of the ich. ingement notice given under section 9.16 of the Act is that of Form 2 in
Schedule I of the Regulations; and
(0) the form of the notice referred to in section 9.20 of the Act is that of Form 3 in Schedule I of

the Regulations,
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First Schedule

Local GODerrtment Act 1995
Town of Bassendean

ACTIVITIES ON THOROUGHFARES AND TRADING IN THOROUGHFARES AND
PUBLIC PLACES LOCAL LAW 2010
PRESCRIBED OFFENCES
Modified

Clause

Description

Penalty
$

2.1(a)

Plant of 0.75m in height on thoroughfare within 6m of intersection

125

2.1(b)

Damaging lawn or garden

125

2.1(c)

Obstructing or causing a hazard on thoroughfare or verge

200

2.1(a)

Damaging or interfering with thoroughfare structure

350

2.1(e)

Playing games so as to impede vehicles or persons on thoroughfare
Riding of skateboard or similar device on mall or veranda of shopping

125

2.1(^

125

centre

2.1(g)
2.2(I)(a)
2.2(I)^)
2.2(I)(c)

Removal of tree on thoroughfare or verge
Digging a trench through a kerb or footpath without a permit
Throwing or placing anything on a verge without a permit
Causing obstruction to vehicle or person on thoroughfare without a

350
200
200
200

permit
2.2(I)(co
2.2(I)(e)
2.20)fj

2.2(I)(g)
2.2(I)(h)
2.2(I)(i)
2.2(I)0)

Causing obstruction to water channel on thoroughfare without a permit
Placing or draining offensive fluid on thoroughfare without a permit
Damage a thoroughfare, Icerb or footpath
Lighting a fire on a thoroughfare without a permit
Felling tree onto thoroughfare without a permit
Installing pipes or stone on thoroughfare without a permit
Installing a hoist or other thing on a structure or land for use over a

250
250
250
350
200
200
350

thoroughfare without a permit
2.2(I)^)

200

2.2(I)(in)

Creating a nuisance on a thoroughfare without a permit
Placing a bulk rubbish container on a thoroughfare without a permit
Interfering with anything on a thoroughfare without a permit

2,200(n)

Prune oil lop a tree without a permit

250

2,200(0)

Plant or sow any seeds on a thoroughfare without a permit
Clear the surface of a thoroughfare without a permit
Construct a firebreak on a thoroughfare without a permit
Consumption or possession of liquor on thoroughfare
Failure to obtain permit for temporary crossing
Failure to comply with notice to remove crossing and reinstate kerb
Installation of verge treatment other than permissible verge treatment
Failure to maintain permissible verge treatment or placement of

125

2.2(I)co

2.2(I)(p)

2.2(I)(^
2.3(I)
2.4(I)

2.5(2)
2.8(I)
2.9

200
200

200
250
125
250
350
250
200

obstruction on verge
2.10

Failure to comply with notice to rectify default

200

2.16(2)

Failure to comply with sign on public place

125

2.18(2)

Driving or taking a vehicle on a closed thoroughfare

3.2(I)

Placing advertising sign or

350
on a

125

The erection or placing of a portable directional sign contrary to the

125

Animal or vehicle obstructing a public place or local government

125

thoroughfare without a permit
3,2<3)

affixing any advertisement

local law

4,100

property

4.2(2)(a)

Animal on thoroughfare when not led, ridden or driven

125
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Clause

Description

Penalty
$

4.2(2)^)

fujimal on public place with infectious disease

125

4.2(2)(c)

Training or racing animal on thoroughfare in built-up area

125

4.2<2)(d)

Allow a animal to defecate on a throughfare

125

4.2(3)

125

5.2

Horse led, ridden or driven on thoroughfare in built-up area
Person leaving shopping trolley in public place other than trolley bay
Failure to remove shopping trolley upon being advised of location
Conducting of staU in public place without a permit

350

5.3

Trading without a permit

350

6.5(I)(a)

Failure of staUholder or trader to display or carry permit
Stallholder or trader not displaying valid permit

125

5,500(b)
5,500(c)

Stallholder or trader not carrying certffied scales when sening goods by

125

5.5(2)

Stallholder or trader engaged in prohibited conduct

125

5.7

Performing in a public place without a permit

125

5.8(2)

Failure of performer to move onto another area when directed

125

5.12

Establishment or conduct of outdoor eating facility without a permit
Failure of permit holder to remove outdoor eating facthty when

350

6.6

Failure to comply with a condition of a permit

200

6.10

Failure to produce permit on request of authorised person

125

9.1

Failure to comply with notice given under local law

200

4.6

4.7(2)

125
125

125

weight

5.14

200

requested

Dated: 16 May 2011.

The Common Seal of the Town of Bassendean was affixed by authority of a resolution of the Council
in the presence ofCr J. R. H. GANGl^LL, Mayor.
Mr R. C. JARVIS, Chief Executive Officer.

Risk Assessment for the Installation of Raised Garden

Beds (Built Structures) on Street Verges

June 20.8

\

BACKGROUND

In December 2012. the Term of Bassendean adopted the Verge Treatment and Maintenance Policy which was last reviewed in December 2016.
The objectives of the policy are 10
.

Encourage adjacent owners and occupiers to install and maintain perm 331ble verge treatments that are waterwise. aesthetica"y pleasing.

and that reflect our natural heritage.

. Provide guidelines as an adjund to the Activities on Thoroughfares and Trad rig in Thoroughfares and Public Places Local Law for Ihe
installalion and management of verges in the Town.
In addition to the policy and local law. the Town has developed a Perilss ble Verge Treatment Information Sheet for residents to assist them in the
design of their verge

Alms Ord nary Council meeting held in July 2017, Council resolved that Town's officers provide a report on the Verge Treatment and Maintenance
Policy. The report was to explore the option of allowing residents to installplant verge gardens. Including edible plants within guidelines that maintain
safe pedestrian now. vehicle sight lines and the access to unity infrastructure without the requ reinent of a formal application.
City of Bayswater recently changed their policy and guidelines in regards to verge treatments allowing residents to irisiall deem-to-comply verge
treatrnenls without a formal applicaiion being submitted. The Town contacted City of Baysneter and they confirmed they initiated the new verge
Ireatrnenl crlteria that no longer required an application and Ihai developers and residents are expeded to sell-regulate based on the cineria

provided. The feedback received is that the City of Bayswater is obsemng Issues with verge treatments chich do riot meet the criteria. This might
be due to the perceived risks that these structures can pose.

Hence a risk management framework Is developed 10 formally assess the risks associated with the Verge Treatment and Maintenance Policy that
lets the residents 10 install raised garden beds (built struclures) on their adjacent verge.

INSTALLATION OF RAISED GARDEN BEDS IBUILT STRUCTURES) ON VERGES
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DISCUSSION

This report is developed to formally assess the risks associated with the Verge Maintenance Policy and Verge Treatrient Policy Ihat allows residents
to install raised garden beds on Iheir adjacent verge.

Some of the benefits of installing a raised garden bed may include.
. Reducing Irip risks for pedestrians using foolpath as 11 stops movement of materials such as woodchips & sand in a controlled manner

. Apart from pleasing visual effects and solution to poor soil issues in gardening. raised garden beds provide good drainage since soil is raised
above the surrounding ground level hence efficient even during hoary rains

This assessment considers the risks associated with the proposed Verge Maintenance Policy and Verge Trealment Policy which are identified as
medium to low risks (acceptsble level) with proper control measures pul in place as part of the policy
The Identified control measures include (conditions when instal"rig raised garden beds)
. Require a minimum 0.5m solback from footpath. road and crossovers
. Max mum built structure (not including vegetation) height of 0.35m e. g wooden boards
. Require resident to undertake dial before you dig prior to work
. Adjacent ownersloccupiers to install and maintain Permissible Verge Treatments)
. Rocks, stokes, pickets, etc. are not allowed on the verge (as per the proposed pol cy),
. Require a 2m setback from the edge of the road where no footpath is located on verge(local law requirement)

. Require a 0.5m setback from the raised garden beds to any other infrastructure in situ on a verge: such as power poles and in ground services
As part of Risk Management Framework the Town will need 10 consider a monitoring process 10 ensure the ongoing compliance with the policy
RECOMMENDATIONS

That Council divide the current policy in two different policies. a Verge Maintenance Policy and a Verge Treatment Policy which in dudes permissible
verge treatment guidelines. Council to receive the proposed draft versions induding the risk control measures identified in this assessment and to
consider further developing these draft versions into final versions that can be adopted by the Council.

ATTACHMENT No. 6

Keri Card
From:
Sent:
To:
CG:

Subject:

Radmila Tomanovic <rtomanovic@syrinx. net. au>

Wednesday, 23 January 201 97n 6 PM
kcardy@bassendean. wa. gov. au
Brenda Dagnall

RE: Ashfield Parade Proposed Concept plan

Dear Ken,

We were contacted by Brenda Dagnall Yesterday seeking information on the Ashfield Parade Foreshore war s to assis
the Town in responding to the community concerns regarding loss of river views and the erosion treatmen o e
foreshore.

We have addressed the issues under main headings below and included the email communication we had wit t e
Town thus far. Should you have any questions regarding the response please do not hesitate to contact us.
Loss of views

While we have not been able to go to the site, we have undertaken a cursory look at Google Street View an note at
there are several areas where views are obstructed by vegetation higher than 600mm which does riot a ign wit t e
Concept Plan,

Upon reviewing the planting plan for the area (found within Construction Drawing set), we have rioted that three

species of large shrubs most notably ACocia sangria were included in the upper embankment planting mix. ese

shrubs/trees can Brow to a large size and impact on the views, In general, Acacia songno is a short-lived pioneering

species which is introduced in the early rehabilitation to assist with improving soils and supporting the establishment o
other species.

Given the recommendation that all supplementary planting was to use spedes indicated in the design, it is very possi e
that additional tall shrubs were planted higher up on the slope in the events subsequent to completion o wor s. Dine
trees like Eucalyptus ruofs could have also self-seeded particularly near/in the swale areas.

Regardless of the above, and going forward, select removal of some ACada sangria can be un erra en to main ain e

views without compromising the embankment stability, Removal of A, sangria would have to be followed up by

planting of lower shrub strata selected to match specific site conditions (e. g. shrubs like Hypocolymmo origustji'o11um, or
sedges and herbs).
Erosion Control

Syrinx is not able to comment on the condition of erosion control works as we have not maintained the area or severe
years and were not able to visit the site on this occasion,
Temporary fence

Informal access by the public is a significant issue and the fence was erected to reduce the impacts of t is. However, as
for erosion issue above, Syrinx was riot maintaining area for several years, and we are uria e to comment as o e
condition and the reason the temporary fence remained on site longer than initially predicte a t oug we can assume
preventing public assess and safety might have been the key reasons.
Swales
I

Swales were designed to capture and infiltrate water on site and prevent erosion of the embankment, and at this, they
have been very successful. Regarding the reduction in the quality of lawn - again we would need to investigate but it is
unlikely that the swales would have affected the growth as severely as indicated.
Regards,
Rada Tomanovic

Principal Environmental Scientist I Botanist
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From: Brenda Dagnalt <bdagnall@bassendean. wa. gov. au>
Sent: Wednesday, 23 January 203.92:08 PM
To: Radmila Tornanovic <rtomanovic@syrinx. net. au>

Subject: RE: Ashfield Parade Proposed Concept plan
Hi Rada

Id ou email the res arise to Keri Card 1< card

bassendean. wa. ov. au and COPY me in.

We appreciate Your help, especially at such short notice,

Best regards
Brenda

Brenda Dagnall
Executive Assistant

Community Development & Operational Services
Telephone: 0893778073
bda nal! bassendean, wa. ov. au
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